Running and Interpreting an Independent Samples t test in JASP
Researchers Elizabeth Barnes, Jasmine Truong, and colleagues (2020) conducted a series of
studies at Arizona State University to understand if there is bias against Christian students in the
natural sciences. Pew Research Center (2019) surveys have found that approximately 65% of the
population in the United States describe themselves as Christian; however, a worldwide sample
of over 9,000 scientists in biology and physics found lower levels of religiosity in scientists
compared to the general population in the United States (see graph below; Howard Ecklund et
al., 2016). Further, 22% of scientists in the United States said that science has made them “much
less religious” (p. 5).

This led Barnes and colleagues (2020) to their research questions: Why are Christians
underrepresented in the natural sciences? Do negative stereotypes about the scientific abilities of
Christian students put them at a disadvantage in the natural sciences? Their first study found that
it was common for biology students to report perceptions of bias against Christians in science
(see table below).
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Once they gathered data to show that students perceive there is a bias against Christians in
science, they wanted to conduct studies to help determine if academic scientists in the natural
sciences exhibited biased behavior towards Christian students. To do this, they conducted two
experimental studies. We will analyze Study 2 data when we discuss One-Way ANOVAs, for
now we will look closer at Study 3. For Study 3, the researchers recruited 261 faculty in biology
and randomly assigned them to one of two conditions:
1. Faculty in condition one read a graduate student application that signaled evangelism.
Their application listed the student taking a mission trip for Campus Crusade for Christ,
with a recommendation letter from a mentor in that ministry.
2. Faculty in condition two read a graduate student application that listed the student taking
a service trip for the United Nations Children’s Fund, with a recommendation letter for a
mentor in that organization.
All other aspects of their application were kept consistent (e.g., same GPA and GRE scores).
Faculty were asked to rate the student on competence, hireability, and likeability using a 7-point
likert scale from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very much). Higher scores on each of these scales indicate
higher levels of competence, hireability, and likeability.
Hypotheses
We are going to focus on two of the three outcome variables Barnes and colleagues (2020)
measured in their study. Specifically, we will focus on faculty ratings of (1) student competence
and (2) student likeability. This means that we will have three different sets of hypotheses.
The null hypotheses are:
•

•

Student Competence
o Conceptual H0: There are no differences in faculty ratings of graduate student
competence between the Christian student condition and the Control student
condition.
o Mathematical H0: The mean score for graduate student competence in the
Christian student condition is equal to the mean score for student competence in
the Control student condition; M1 = M2.
Student Likeability
o Conceptual H0: There are no differences in faculty ratings of graduate student
likeability between the Christian student condition and the Control student
condition.
o Mathematical H0: The mean score for graduate student competence in the
Christian student condition is equal to the mean score for student likeability in the
Control student condition; M1 = M2.

The alternative hypotheses are:
•

Student Competence
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•

o Conceptual H1: There are differences in faculty ratings of graduate student
competence between the Christian student condition and the Control student
condition.
o Mathematical H1: The mean score for graduate student competence in the
Christian student condition is not equal to the mean score for student competence
in the Control student condition; M1 ≠ M2.
Student Likeability
o Conceptual H2: There are differences in faculty ratings of graduate student
likeability between the Christian student condition and the Control student
condition.
o Mathematical H2: The mean score for graduate student competence in the
Christian student condition is not equal to the mean score for student likeability in
the Control student condition; M1 ≠ M2.

JASP Analyses
In order to run analyses in JASP, the first thing we need to do is open the data set we will be
working with. To do this, open JASP and follow the steps below.
File → Open → Computer → Browse → Pick the Independent t Practice Data (Barnes et al.,
2020 Independent Samples t Test Data)
Once the data set is open in JASP, we will change the data labels for our condition variable to
make interpretation easier. Currently, the Condition column has either a 0 or a 1 for each
participant. To change the numerical data into our categorical labels (i.e., Christian Student or
the Control Condition), you will take your cursor and hover over Condition. When you see a note
pop up saying, “click here to change labels” click on it.
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Barne’s et al. (2020) codebook indicate that the appropriate label for 0 is “Christian student” and
1 is “Control condition.” To make this change in our dataset, we will click on the 0 under the
Label column and type ‘Christian Student’. Then we will click on the 1 under the Label column
and type ‘Control Condition’. After you have changed the labels, you can close the window by
clicking on the “x” button.
Assumption Testing
Prior to running our independent samples t test, we first have to check to make sure we meet the
assumptions for this statistical test.
Assumption One: Is our independent variable dichotomous and measured at the categorical (i.e.,
nominal) level?
Yes. Our independent variable for this study is the level of religiosity in the graduate student
applications faculty read. Participants either read the scenario featuring a “Christian Student” or
a student with no religious affiliation given. This means our independent variable for this
particular study is dichotomous (meaning, there are only two categories), and categorical. If you
look at the data label icon in JASP, you can see it has the appropriate icon (three overlapping
circles) for a nominal/categorical variable. We meet this assumption.

Assumption Two: Is the dependent variable continuous (i.e., ratio or interval)?
Yes. Our dependent variables for this study are faculty ratings of the graduate student applicants’
likeability and competence. Each variable was assessed using a four-item scale. Faculty rated
each item on a 7-point likert scale from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very much). This variable is
continuous, meaning it was measured at the interval or ratio level. If you look at the data label
icon in JASP, you can see it has the appropriate icon (a ruler) for a scale or continuous variable.
We meet this assumption.

Assumption Three: Are the samples independent?
Yes. Looking at our data set, we can determine that our two groups (Christian Student condition
and Control Student condition) are independent. If we look in the “Condition” column, we can
see that all biology faculty participants were randomly sorted into either the Christian Student or
Control Condition groups – there are no participants who have both labels or any other group
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value listed. Thus, we can conclude that participants in both groups are independent of one
another. No participant is in more than one group. We meet this assumption.
Assumption Four: Is the dependent variable normally distributed for each group of the IV?
To check our data for the next two assumptions, we will use the Descriptive analysis tab. Click
Descriptive. When the “Descriptive Statistics” window pops up, we will need to move our
dependent variable to the “Variables” box and our independent variable to the “Split” box using
the arrows depicted in the photo below – this is so we can examine normality in the DV for both
of our groups separately.

Once we have our variables in the appropriate boxes, we are going to ask JASP to run the
various statistics and graphics we will need to interpret for our assumptions by clicking on the
appropriate boxes in the test window. We will be asking JASP to provide us with all possible
output we may want to look at for our assumptions; however, we will focus on interpreting the
output that you will be expected to analyze for your statistical lab assignment.
1. Under the “Plots” tab we will check the “Boxplots,” “Boxplot element,” “Jitter element,”
and “Label outliers” boxes. We will also check “Distribution plots” and “Q-Q plots.”
2. Under the “Statistics” tab we will check the “Skewness,” “Kurtosis,” and “Shapiro-Wilk
test” boxes.
See the image below to make sure your test window has all the appropriate boxes selected.
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To determine if we have normally distributed data, you can look at the histograms and Q-Q plots
to visually inspect the data. For this course, however, we will focus on interpreting the skewness
and kurtosis statistics. Specifically, we want skewness and kurtosis statistics that are between -2
and +2. Remember, we have two groups, so we have to check the skewness and kurtosis values
for our dependent variable, biased behavior, for both the Christian Student condition and the
Control Condition. Looking at the values on the output copied below, we can see our skewness
values for competence (-0.41, -0.46) and likeability (-0.37, -0.35) are all within the acceptable
range of -2 and +2. Additionally, the kurtosis values for competence (0.31, -0.32) and likeability
(-0.36, -0.53) are also within the acceptable range of -2 and +2.
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To report these results in APA format, we could write:
Competence and likeability for the Christian Student condition and the Control Condition
were normally distributed, skewness and kurtosis statistics were between -2 and +2.

Assumption Five: Are there any outliers in the sample?
To assess for outliers, we will look at the boxplots in our JASP output. If we have outliers, they
would be outside the top and bottom lines or whiskers. You can see we have one outlier
identified in the boxplot for likeability for the Control Condition, below the lower quartile. Also,
we have 6 outliers in the boxplot for competence for the Christian Student condition, below the
lower quartile.
To report this in APA format, we could write
There was one outlier in the boxplot for likeability for the Control Condition and six
outliers in the boxplot for the competence for the Christian Student condition, as assessed
by the inspection of a boxplot.
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As we have discussed previously, when we have outliers we have to decide if they are going to
correct it, keep it, delete it, or replace it. Although we did not collect this data personally, the
majority of survey research is collected online through programs such as Qualtrics, QuestionPro,
and Survey Monkey. Thus, we can assume the outliers for likeability and competence in the
Control and Christian Student conditions were not a data entry error. Cleaning data for random
responding and fast survey completion times would have occurred in the data cleaning process,
before we got to our analyses, so we can rule those out as well. As a researcher, you would then
have to decide if the outliers are exerting a significant enough impact on your results to warrant
deletion. It is common for researchers to run their analyses with the outliers retained and with the
outliers deleted to see if their exclusion changes the results. With either decision, you would
need to add those details when you report your results. In this case, we will retain the outliers;
however, we will discuss whether the results would be different if they were deleted when we
cover the primary analyses.
Assumption Six: Are there homogeneity of variances?
To determine if we have homogeneity of variances, we need to ask JASP to run our independent
samples t test. Checking for this assumption is a part of the overall independent samples t test.
Let’s move onto our primary analyses below, and complete checking this assumption in that
section.
Primary Analyses
To run an independent samples t test, go to T-Tests at the top of the JASP screen and click on
Independent Samples T-Test. See the image below.
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1. First, we need to move our dependent variables [Competence, Likeability] to the
“Variables” box and our independent variable [Condition] to the “Grouping Variable”
box. We are then going to ask JASP to run the various analyses we will need to interpret
for our test by clicking on the appropriate boxes in the test window.
2. Under “Tests” we will check the “Student” and “Welch” test boxes.
3. Under “Assumption Checks” we will check the “Equality of variances” box.
4. Next, we will check the “Effect Size” box and make sure that “Cohen’s d” is selected.
5. Other options that are helpful to ask JASP to provide you with include the “Descriptives”
and “Descriptives Plots.”
See the image below to make sure your test window has all the appropriate boxes selected.
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Now that we have asked JASP to run the appropriate analyses, we can begin our interpretation of
the results. The first thing we need to do is go back to our last assumption and determine if we
meet the assumption for homogeneity of variances.
Are there homogeneity of variances?

To interpret the results of the Levene’s test, we need to look at the significance or probability
value. If p is less than .05, the test is significant, and we do not have homogeneity of variances. If
p is greater than .05, the test is non-significant, and we do have homogeneity of variances. We
meet this assumption.
•
•

If homogeneity of variances was met, you can proceed with interpreting the “Student”
independent samples t test results.
If homogeneity of variances was violated, you can still continue conducting an
independent samples t test, but will you need to interpret the “Welch” independent
samples t test results instead. The Welch t test is referred to as the unequal variance t test,
separate variances t test, or the Welch t test after its creator (Welch, 1947). This test can
handle testing mean differences between samples with unequal variances. To include the
Welch test in your results, check the “Welch” box under “Tests.” I often click this box
when running an independent samples t test automatically, just in case the Levene’s test
is significant and there are not equal variances.

To report the results of the Levene’s test in APA format, it might look something like this:
There was homogeneity of variances, as assessed by the Levene’s test for equality of
variances, for competence, p > .05. However, homogeneity of variances was violated for
likeability, p < .05.
Interpreting the Statistical Significance of Independent Samples t Tests
The first thing we will interpret is the statistical significance. To do this, we are going to look at
the “Independent Samples T-Test” table. Because we have three different dependent variables,
we are going to do this one at a time. For our first dependent variable, likeability, we did not
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meet the assumption of homogeneity of variances. Thus, we are going to interpret the “Welch” t
test results in the second row.

To interpret the results, we want to look at the p value. If p is less than our alpha level of .05, we
will reject the null hypothesis. There is a significant statistical difference between the group
means. If p is greater than our alpha level of .05, we will fail to reject our null hypothesis. There
is not a significant statistical difference between the group means. For our Likeability variable,
you can see that our p value is < .001. This is less than our alpha level of .05, so we will reject
our null hypothesis. There is a significant statistical difference between the Christian Student
condition and the Control Condition on faculty ratings of likeability.
For our second dependent variable, competence, we did meet the assumption of homogeneity of
variances. Thus, we are going to interpret the “Student” t test results in the first row. For our
Competence variable, you can see that our p value is < .01. This is also less than our alpha level
of .05, so we will reject our third null hypothesis. There is a significant statistical difference
between the Christian Student condition and the Control Condition on faculty ratings of
competence.

Writing the basic results of the t test in APA format follows this general format:
t(df) = t statistic, p < .05 or > .05, d = Cohen’s d statistic
Plugging our results into this format, we have:
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Variable
APA Reporting
Likeability
t (238.68) = -5.09, p < .001, d = -.63
Competence
t (259) = -2.77, p < .01, d = -.34
Note. Remember, with our Likeability variable, it did not have homogeneity of variances, so we
needed to interpret and report the reports of the Welch statistic.
Now we know that we have a significant difference between the mean levels of competence and
likeability between faculty assigned to the Christian Student condition and the Control Condition
in this study, but what does that mean? Who did faculty rate as having higher levels of likeability
and competence in the science field? To answer this, let’s go back to our “Group Descriptives”
and “Descriptives Plots” to look at the means and standard deviations for our groups on our
outcome variance.

If we look at the Descriptives Plot in our JASP output, we can see a graphical representation of
our results. This graph plots the means for each of our groups on the dependent variable.
Looking at the y-axis, you can see the label for our dependent variables “likeability” and
“competence.” Looking at the x-axis, you can see the label for the levels of our independent
variable “Christian Student” and “Control Condition.” Just looking at the means represented on
this plot, it is easy to see that the Control Condition was rated as more likeable and competent
than the Christian Student condition.

If we look at our Group Descriptives table, we can see the sample sizes (N), means (Mean),
standard deviations (SD), and standard errors (SE) for both groups. We will want to include this
information in our results. Formatting this information into APA format, we might report:
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There were 128 faculty randomly assigned to the Christian Student condition and 133
faculty randomly assigned to the Control Condition who participated in this study.
Faculty in the Control Condition rated the applicant as having a higher level of likeability
(M = 5.27, SD = 1.05), compared to faculty ratings in the Christian Student Condition (M
= 4.50, SD = 1.36). Additionally, faculty in the Control Condition rated the applicant as
having a higher level of competence (M = 5.09, SD = 1.14), compared to faculty ratings
in the Christian Student Condition (M= 4.68, SD= 1.24).
Interpreting the Practical Significance of Independent Samples t Tests
Now that we have interpreted the statistical significance, we will look at the practical
significance by looking at our effect size. A significant p value tells us that there is a difference
in mean level of our dependent variables (likeability and competence) between the Christian
Student and Control Conditions in this study, but the effect size tells us how big this difference
is. Unlike p values, the Cohen’s d effect size test is not impacted by the sample size.
Reminder: Cohen’s d Effect Sizes
Effect Size Strength
.2 Small
.5 Medium
.8 Large

We obtained Cohen’s d values of -.63 for Likeability and -.34 for Competence. We obtained a
small effect size for faculty Competence ratings and a medium effect size for faculty ratings of
applicant Likeability.
Reporting in APA Format
What do you need to report in your results?
Value (Notation)
Means (M)
Standard Deviations (SD)
Test Statistic (t)
Degrees of Freedom (df)
Probability (p)
Effect Size
Cohen’s d
Confidence Interval
Assumptions
Skewness and Kurtosis
Boxplot
Levene’s Statistic
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Bonferroni Correction
For this example, we had three separate hypotheses, one for each of our dependent variables.
Because we are conducting multiple comparisons with the same sample, we need to correct for
experimentwise or familywise error to keep our Type I error rate at 5%. With an alpha level of
.05, we have a 5% chance of making a Type I error (rejecting a null hypothesis that is true).
Hypothesis One

Hypothesis Two

Comparing the mean faculty rating of
applicant likeability for the Christian
Student Condition with the Control
Student Condition.
Comparing the mean faculty rating of
applicant competence for the Christian
Student Condition with the Control
Student Condition.

5% Type I Error Rate

5% Type I Error Rate

10% Total Type I Error Rate
To reduce our chance of making a Type I error with multiple comparisons, we can conduct a
Bonferroni Correction. To do this, we divide our alpha level (ɑ) by the number of comparisons
(k). In this example, our alpha level is .05 and we had a total of three comparisons.
pcritical =
pcritical =

.05
2

ɑ
k

= 0.025

Given the p critical results above, we would need to interpret our p values with an adjusted alpha
level or Bonferroni Correction, of 0.025. This means, in order to reject our null hypotheses, all of
our p values would need to be below 0.025 in order to be considered statistically significant.
Prior to reporting your analyses, you would add to report:
Analyses were conducted with a Bonferroni adjustment of p < .025.
Putting it All Together
Now, let’s write up the results of our test combining everything we’ve done so far, including the
test of assumptions, and the results of the t test.
A set of independent samples t test were conducted to determine if there were mean
differences in faculty ratings of a PhD applicant’s likeability and competence between
faculty assigned to read application materials for a Christian Student versus a Control
Student condition. There was one outlier for likeability for the Control Condition and six
outliers for the competence for the Christian Student condition, as assessed by the
inspection of a boxplot. Likeability and competence were normally distributed, with
skewness and kurtosis values between -2 and +2. There was homogeneity of variances, as
assessed by the Levene’s test for competence (p > .05), but not for likeability (p < .05).
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Analyses were conducted with a Bonferroni adjustment of p < .025. Faculty in the
Control condition rated PhD applicants as having higher levels of likeability and
competence. Specifically, faculty in the Control Condition rated the applicant as having a
higher level of likeability (M = 5.27, SD = 1.05), compared to faculty ratings in the
Christian Student Condition (M = 4.50, SD = 1.36), t (238.68) = -5.09, p < .001, d = -.63.
Additionally, faculty in the Control Condition rated the applicant as having a higher level
of competence (M = 5.09, SD = 1.14), compared to faculty ratings in the Christian
Student Condition (M= 4.68, SD= 1.24), t (259) = -2.77, p < .01, d = -.34.
Real World Meaning
When we interpret the real world meaning of a study, we want to take out any statistical jargon
and describe the results of the study in a way that is easy to understand by people who do not
know anything about statistics. How would you describe the results to your roommate, sibling,
parent, or neighbor? For this study, we want to not only say there are differences between faculty
ratings when reading mock application materials for a Christian Student compared to a Control
Student where their religiosity is not mentioned, but we want to describe which group has higher
or lower scores. We also need to translate our outcome variables “likeability and competence”
into terms that are easy to understand by others. Thankfully the names of these variables are
fairly straightforward, but that is not always the case in psychological research. For example, if I
was telling my brother the real world meaning of our results, I would say:
Researchers found that biology faculty members that read application materials for a fake
potential PhD student where their religion was not discussed perceived the applicant as
more likeable and more competent than biology faculty that read fake application
materials for a Christian Student who discussed their religion and evangelical religious
activities. The results of this study suggest that individuals within the science community
may be more likely to perceive PhD Christian students as less likeable and less competent
than PhD students who did not explicitly state their religious beliefs.
Barnes, Truong, and colleagues (2020) conducted additional analyses that showed that atheist
faculty showed a stronger bias against the Christian Student condition compared to faculty who
identified as Christian themselves. The authors suggested this may be due to a historical bias
against science in fundamentalist and evangelical Christian beliefs (Marsden, 2015; Numbers,
2006). This includes, for example, movements by these groups to teach “creationism in US
science classes in an attempt to discredit evolution to students” (Barnes et al., 2020, p. 12;
Berkman & Plutzer, 2011). However, the scenario faculty read in this study did not include any
mention of the fake graduate student applicant’s political beliefs and may have used stereotypes
to judge the candidate. The authors conducted a total of three separate studies. We will analyze
data from their second study in a future assignment to see if they observed similar results when
comparing graduate student applications that mentioned activities that were either Christian,
Atheist, or a Control condition.
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Running and Interpreting a Paired Samples t test in JASP
The Association of American Universities conducted a Campus Climate Survey on Sexual
Assault and Misconduct in 2019. After surveying over 181,000 students across 33 colleges and
universities, they found that 13% reported experiencing non-consensual sexual contact. With
women and transgender students reporting significantly higher rates than men. One way that
colleges and universities have been working to reduce rates of sexual assault is through
educational programs that teach students how to intervene to prevent sexual assault. Researchers
Banyard, Moynihan, and Plante (2007) created a bystander intervention program to prevent
sexual assault on college campuses. In their research article, they present data demonstrating the
efficacy of effectiveness of their intervention program.
To study the efficacy of the program, participants were separated into three different groups: a
control group that did not attend a prevention program, a group that attended a one-session
prevention program, and a group that attended a three-session prevention program. For our
analyses, we are going to analyze the pre-and-post-test bystander self-efficacy scores for the 1Session Program group.
Bystander self-efficacy was measured in this study using a 14-item measure of participant
confidence to perform bystander behavior. Participants were asked to rate how confident they are
that they can perform 14 different types of bystander behavior from 0 (“can’t do”) to 100 (“very
certain can do”). Sample questions included items such as, “How confident are you that you
could ask a stranger who looks very upset at a party if they are ok or need help?” Higher scores
mean the participant was more confident in their ability to perform bystander behaviors. The pretest variable name is “PreBSE” and the post-test variable name is “PostBSE.”
Hypotheses
The null hypothesis is:
•
•

Conceptual H0: There is no significant difference in bystander self-efficacy scores for the
One-Session Prevention Group before and after the bystander intervention program.
Mathematical H0: The population mean difference on bystander self-efficacy scores
before and after the bystander intervention program is equal to zero; MD = 0.

The alternative hypothesis is:
•
•

Conceptual H0: There is significant difference in bystander self-efficacyscores for the
One-Session Prevention Group before and after the bystander intervention program.
Mathematical H0: The population mean difference on bystander self-efficacy scores
before and after the bystander intervention program is not equal to zero; MD ≠ 0.

JASP Analyses
In order to run analyses, the first thing we need to do is open the data set we will be working
with. To do this, open JASP and follow the steps below.

File → Open → Computer → Browse → Select the Paired Samples t Test Data (Banyard et al.
2007 Paired Samples t Test Data JASP) file wherever it’s saved on your computer.
One the data set is open in JASP, we will change the data labels for our group variable so that we
can select for those just in the 1-Session Program group. Currently the group column has a 0, 1,
or a 2 for each participant. We will need to change these labels so that 0 = ‘control,’ 1 = ‘1Session Program,’ and 2 = ‘3-Session Program.’ To change the numerical data into our
categorical labels, you will take your cursor and hover over the ‘group’ column. When you see a
note pop up saying, “click here to change labels” click on it. To change the labels, lick on the 0
under the Label column and type ‘control’. Then click on the 1 under the Label column and type
‘1-Session Program’. Then click on the 2 under the Label column and type ‘3-Session Program’.
After you have changed the labels, you can close the window by clicking on the X button.

Before we test our assumptions, we also need to filter out participants who were in the control
condition and 3- Session Program, so that we’re only looking at scores for those participants in
the One-Session Program. One way to do this is to click on the Condition column to bring up the
Values and Labels box. To filter out those in the control condition and Three-Session Program,
under the “Filter” column, click the check mark – it will turn it into an X. Now, when we run any
analysis, JASP will only consider those participants in the One-Session Program in the
calculations!

Assumption Testing
Of the four assumptions, assumptions #3 and #4 must be tested prior to conducting a paired
samples t test. Let’s consider whether our example data meets all four assumptions:
Assumption 1: Is there one dependent variable that is measured at the continuous (i.e., ratio
or interval) level?
Yes. We have one dependent variable (bystander self-efficiency scores) and this dependent
variable is a singular composite score of bystander self-efficiency based on 14 different types of
bystander behaviors measured on a Likert-type scale. In psychological research, composite
scores (i.e., averages of multiple individual questions) are treated as continuous data. Therefore,
we meet this assumption.
Assumption 2: Is there one independent variable that consists of two categorical related
groups or matched pairs?
Yes. We have a research design where each participant provides a score on the same dependent
variable at two separate time points (before and after experiencing bystander intervention
programs – “PreBSE” and “PostBSE.” in the dataset). Therefore, the scores are related across
two (i.e., categorical) unique time points. Therefore, we meet this assumption.

Assumption 3: Are there any significant outliers in the difference scores between the two
paired groups?
To check our data for Assumption 3 (and Assumption 4 to follow), we will be working with the
Descriptives tab. When the “Descriptive Statistics” window pops up, we will need to move the
difference score of our dependent variable (labeled “BSE_ Difference”) to the “Variables” box.
Then, under the “Plots” and “Statistics” tabs, select the following check marks. This difference
score was calculated by subtracting the pretest scores from the posttest scores on the dependent
variable.

To determine if we have any outliers, we will look at the boxplots in our JASP output. If we have
any outliers, they would be outside the top and bottom lines or whiskers. To help see the labeled
outliers more clearly, you may want to uncheck the “jitter element” option. Looking at the
boxplot below, we can see there are a total of 3 outliers labeled on the boxplot.

To report this is APA format, we would write:
There are 3 outliers in the difference scores for bystander self-efficiency, as assessed by
the inspection of a boxplot.
Assumption 4: Is the distribution of the difference scores between the two related groups
approximately normally distributed?
To determine if the difference scores for bystander efficacy are approximately normally
distributed, we want skewness and kurtosis values between -2 and +2. Looking at the values on
the output copied below, we can see our skewness statistic is not within the acceptable range of -

2 and +2 (skewness: 2.91); additionally, our kurtosis statistic is a whopping 18.99! Neither of
these statistics are within the acceptable range. Because normality is impacted by outliers, we
may want to consider deleting the outliers to improve our normality statistics.

To report these results in APA format, we can write:
The difference scores for bystander self-efficacy were not normally distributed; skewness
and kurtosis statistics were above the acceptable range of -2 and +2 at 2.91 and 18.99.
Let’s delete our outliers in order to meet our assumptions and recheck our assumptions. You can
open the data file in Excel and delete the outliers yourself, or simply open the “Banyard et al.
2007 Paired Samples t Test Data Outliers Deleted JASP” file. Looking at our boxplot after
deleting the 3 outliers, we can see there are no longer any outliers visible on our boxplot.

Rerunning our descriptive statistics, you can also see our skewness and kurtosis statistics have
improved dramatically with the removal of the outliers and are now within the acceptable range
of -2 and +2 at .36 (skewness) and -.26 (kurtosis).

If you were writing these results up in APA formatting, you would want to let your readers know
what you have done with your data (i.e., deleting outliers) and how that improved normality
statistics. Researchers will sometimes report whether their primary analyses are different with
the exclusion or inclusion of outliers in the dataset. In case you were wondering, the results of
our analyses would be the same either way, but our data are normally distributed with the
outliers deleted.
Primary Analyses
To run a paired samples t test, go to T-Tests at the top of the JASP screen and click on Paired
Samples T-Test. We are going to conduct our primary analyses with the dataset that does not
include the 3 original outliers, ‘Banyard et al. 2007 Paired Samples t Test Data Outliers Deleted
(JASP).’

To run the paired samples t test, we need to move our two variable pairs (‘PreBSE’ and
‘PostBSE’) into the “Variable pairs” box. Then, we need to select the following check boxes as
depicted in the image below:
•
•

Tests: Student
Additional Statistics: Effect Size, Descriptives, Descriptive Plots

Interpreting the Statistical Significance of Paired Samples t Tests
The first thing we will examine is the statistical significance of the paired samples t test. To do
this, we are going to look at the “Paired Samples T-Test” table from the output.

To interpret the results, we want to look at the p value. If p is less our alpha level of .05, we will
reject the null hypothesis (indicating there is a significant statistical difference before and after
the intervention on our dependent variable). If the p value is greater than our alpha level of .05,
we will fail to reject the null hypothesis (indicating there is not a significant statistical difference
before and after the intervention on our dependent variable).
In this example, you can see that our p value is <.001, which is less than the alpha of .05.
Therefore, we will reject our null hypothesis – there is a significant difference in the bystander
self-efficacy scores for One-Session Prevention Group before and after the bystander
intervention program.
Writing the basic results of the t test in APA format following this general format:
t(df) = t statistic, p < .05 or p > .05, d = Cohen’s d statistic
Plugging in our results into this format should look like this:
t(124) = -9.38, p < .001, d = -.84
Now that we know there are significant statistical differences in the bystander self-efficacy
scores for One-Session Prevention Group before and after the bystander intervention program –
in what direction is this difference? Did people experience greater efficiency scores before, or
after, the bystander intervention program? To answer this question, let’s look at the

“Descriptives Table” and “Descriptive Plots” from our output to look at the means and standard
deviations for our two groups of scores.

Remember, the descriptive plots provide a graphical representation of our results. This plot
graphs the mean levels of bystander self-efficiency scores at time 1 (i.e., before the bystander
intervention program) and at time 2 (i.e., after the bystander intervention program). By
inspecting this graph, it is easy to see that participants reported higher scores of bystander selfefficiency after attending the bystander intervention program then before attending it.

What we see visually from the Descriptives Plot is provided numerically in the Descriptives
table. Provided in this table is information about sample size (N), means (Mean), standard
deviations (SD) and standard errors (SE) for both groups of scores (i.e., at both time points). This
table is important, because we will want to provide this information in the reporting of our
results. Formatting this information into APA format, we might report the following:
A total of 124 individuals participated in this study and were in the 1- Session Program
group. Participants reported significantly higher levels of bystander self-efficiency scores
after (M = 86.84, SD = 11.92) as compared to before (M = 79.82, SD = 13.42) they
attended the bystander intervention program.
Interpreting the Practical Significance of Paired Samples t Tests
Now that we have interpreted the statistical significance of the paired samples t test, let’s
consider the practical significance of these results by looking at the effect size. Remember, a

significant p value tells us that there is a statistically significant difference in self-reported
bystander efficacy, but the effect size will tell us how large this difference actually is. Unlike p
values, the Cohen’s d effect size measure is not impacted by sample size.
Cohen’s d Effect Sizes
Effect Strength
Size
.2 Small
.5 Medium
.8 Large

The obtained Cohen’s d value in this example was -.84. Given that this value falls above the cutoff of .8 for a large effect, we would say that our results suggest a large effect. What this tells us
is that not only are there statistically significant differences in bystander self-efficiency scores
before and after attending a bystander intervention program to prevent sexual assault, but this
difference is large. Meaning, after attending one-session of a sexual assault bystander
intervention program, participants felt significantly more confident in their ability to intervene to
prevent a sexual assault from happening.
Reporting in APA Format
What do you need to report in your results?
Value (Notation)
Descriptives and
Test Statistics
Mean (M)
Standard Deviation (SD)
Test Statistic (t)
Degrees of Freedom (df)
Probability (p)
Effect Size
Cohen’s d
Assumptions
Skewness and Kurtosis
Boxplot
Putting it All Together
A paired samples t test was conducted to determine if there were significant differences in
bystander self-efficacy scores before and after attending a bystander intervention program. To
correct for issues related to normality and outliers, three outliers were deleted from the dataset.
The remaining data had no outliers, as assessed by the inspection of a boxplot and the difference

scores for bystander efficacy were normally distributed, with skewness and kurtosis values
within the acceptable range of -2 and +2. Participants reported significantly higher levels of
bystander self-efficiency scores after (M = 86.84, SD = 11.92) as compared to before (M = 79.82,
SD = 13.42) they attended the bystander intervention program, t(124) = -9.38, p < .001, d = -.84.
Real World Meaning
Recall that when we interpret the real world meaning of a study, we want to refrain from using
any statistical jargon—that is to say, we want people who know nothing about statistics (a
parent, your roommate, your friends, etc.) to be able to understand what the results of our
statistical test are telling us about psychological phenomenon.
How would you describe the results of this study to someone who knows nothing about
statistics? One thing that’s helpful is to think about what important pieces of information do we
want to come across to the audience? In this example, we want to be able to communicate that
the participants, reported higher scores of bystander self- efficiency scores after attending one
session of a bystander intervention program compared to before attending one session. If I were
describing the results of this study to my uncle, I would say the following:
Bystander intervention programs teach people ways they can stand up and help intervene
to prevent sexual assault. Participants who attended one-session of a bystander
intervention program felt more confident in their ability to act to prevent sexual assault
after the program.
It should be noted that Banyard and colleagues (2007) conducted more complex analyses than
what we cover in this course. The researchers included a Control Group and a 3-Session
Intervention Group as well to establish a stronger experimental research design. They also
measured participants across additional time points at 2-months, 4-months, and 12 months after
the intervention. Because they also had multiple dependent variables they were interested in, the
analyses they conducted were called a multivariance analysis of variance (MANOVA) to see if
there were differences between the three conditions (i.e., control, one-session, and three-session
groups). Additionally, they conducted repeated measures analysis to look at change over time,
while controlling for participant gender by conducting a repeated measure multivariate analysis
of covariance (MANCOVA). You will be very happy to know both of those analyses are beyond
the scope of this class. :)
Overall, Banyard and colleagues (2007) found that participants in their one-and-three session
groups reported significantly more knowledge of sexual violence, bystander attitudes, bystander
behaviors, and bystander efficacy after attending the intervention. Additionally, they reported
less rape myth acceptance. If you would like to learn more about bystander intervention
programs, visit the National Sexual Violence Resources Center for more information.
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Running and Interpreting a One-Way ANOVA in JASP
Minority stress theory describes how experiences with stigma, prejudice, and discrimination
connect to the physical and mental health of sexual minority people (Meyer, 2003). As societal
attitudes toward sexual minorities (e.g., gay, lesbian, and bisexual people) continues to improve,
this theory would suggest that physical and mental health outcomes for this population should
also improve. As you can see from the following Pew Research Center (2019) graph, attitudes in
favor of same-sex marriage, for example, have increased significantly since 2004. Additionally,
the US Supreme Court banned employment discrimination based on gender identity or sexual
orientation in 2020. Using minority stress theory, these improvements in social context (e.g.,
attitudes, legislation) would suggest that sexual minorities have improved physical and mental
outcomes. Meyer and colleagues (2021) conducted a study to see if there is support for this.
Specifically, they wanted to know if minority stress is reduced in younger generations of sexual
minorities, compared to older generations of sexual minorities. They did this by comparing the
outcomes of three different cohorts of sexual minorities: Equality Cohort, aged 18-25 years (n =
670), Visibility Cohort, aged 34-41 years (n = 372), and Pride Cohort, aged 52-59 years (n =
476).
Meyer and colleagues (2021) examined
numerous variables, both categorical and
continuous. For the purposes of this guide, we
will be using these two continuous variables as
our dependent variables: Connection with the
LGBT community and life satisfaction. We will
need to run two One-way ANOVA’s to see if
either dependent variable has statistically
significant differences between group means for
our independent variable or factor (cohort).
Connection with the LGBT community
This variable measures the desire and/or strength
of a participant’s connection to the LGBT
community. Scores can range from 1-4 and are
based on a 4-point Likert scale (“agree strongly”
to “disagree strongly”). Lower scores represent
lower connection with the LGBT community.
Life satisfaction
This variable measures the degree to which participants are satisfied with their life. This variable
is measured by asking participants to rate 5-items on a7-point Likert scale (“disagree strongly” to
“agree strongly”). Lower scores represent lower life satisfaction.
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Hypotheses
We have two different dependent variables we are looking at in this example: (1) Connection
with the LGBT Community and (2) Life satisfaction. This means that we will have two different
sets of hypotheses.
The null hypotheses are:
•

•

Connection with the LGBT Community
o Conceptual H0: There are no significant group mean differences on connection
with the LGBT community between the younger, middle-aged, and older adult
groups.
o Mathematical H0: There are no significant differences between the population
means for the younger, middle-aged, and older adult groups on connection with
the LGBT community; Myounger = Mmiddle= Molder
Life satisfaction
o Conceptual H0: There are no significant group mean differences on life
satisfaction between the younger, middle-aged, and older adult groups.
o Mathematical H0: There are no significant differences between the population
means for the younger, middle-aged, and older adult groups on life satisfaction;
Myounger = Mmiddle= Molder.

The alternative hypotheses are:
•

•

Connection with the LGBT Community
o Conceptual H2: There is at least one significant group mean difference on
connection with the LGBT community between the younger, middle-aged, and
older adult groups.
o Mathematical H2: There is at least one significant difference between the
population means for the younger, middle-aged, and older adult groups on
connection with the LGBT community; Myounger ≠ Mmiddle ≠ Molder.
Life satisfaction
o Conceptual H1: There is at least one significant group mean difference on life
satisfaction between the younger, middle-aged, and older adult groups.
o Mathematical H1: There is at least one significant difference between the
population means for the younger, middle-aged, and older adult groups on life
satisfaction; Myounger ≠ Mmiddle ≠ Molder.

JASP Analyses
In order to run analyses, the first thing we need to do is open the data set we will be working
with. To do this, open JASP and follow the steps below:
File → Open → Computer → Browse → Select the “One-Way ANOVA Practice Data Set
(Meyer et al. 2021)” JASP file wherever it is saved on your computer.
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Once the data set is open in JASP, we will change the data labels for our condition variable so
that we can see which groups are being compared when we run the omnibus and post hoc tests.
Currently the condition column has either a 1, 2, or 3 for each participant. Based on Meyer et
al.’s (2021) codebook, we will need to change these labels so that 1 = ‘young cohort’, 2 =
‘middle cohort’, 3 = ‘older cohort.’ To change the numerical data into our categorical labels, you
will take your cursor and hover over the ‘Condition’ column. When you see a pop up saying,
“click here to change labels” click on it. To change the labels, click on the 1 under the Label
column and type ‘younger.’ Then click on the 2 under the Label column and type ‘middle, and
so-on until all conditions are appropriately labeled. After you have changed the labels, you can
close the window by clicking on the X button.

Assumption Testing
There are six statistical assumptions that data must meet in order to run a one-way ANOVA.
Many of these assumptions will look familiar, as they are quite similar to those required to run an
independent measures t test – we’re just adding more groups! Assumptions 1 through 3 have to
do more with the research design, and assumptions 4 through and 6 refer to those which data
must meet in order to run the statistical test. Let’s consider whether our data meet these
assumptions:
Assumption 1: Categorical Independent Variable.
Yes. We have one independent variable (experimental condition), and participants have been
assigned to one of three levels of that independent variable based on their age. Therefore,
participants are in one ‘category’ of the independent variable, so we meet this assumption.
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Assumption 2: Continuous Dependent Variable.
Yes. We have dependent variable(s) (‘life satisfaction’ and ‘community connectedness’) and
these dependent variables are single items based on self-reports measured on Likert-type scales.
In psychological research, Likert-type responses are treated as continuous data. Therefore, we
meet this assumption.
Assumption 3: Independence of Observations.
Yes. Our participants were assigned to one of the three possible levels of the independent
variable, and because no participant can be in more than one age group, we can assume that there
is no relationship between the observations in each group. This assumption has been met.
Assumption 4: Normal Distribution
To check our data for Assumptions 4 and 5, we will need to utilize the Descriptives tab. When
the “Descriptive Statistics” window opens, move the dependent variables (‘life satisfaction’ and
‘community connectedness) to the “Variables” box. Then, move our factor or independent
variable (‘Cohort’) to the “Split” box so that we get plots for each group.

Under the “Plots” tab, select:
1. “Boxplots”: “Boxplot element” and “Label outliers”
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Under the “Statistics” tab, select:
1. Under “Central Tendency,” select “Mean”
2. Under “Distribution,” select “Skewness” and “Kurtosis”
3. Under “Dispersion,” select “Minimum,” “Maximum,” and “Std. deviation”

Although there are multiple ways to determine if the dependent variable is normally distributed
for each group of our independent variable, for this course we will focus on interpreting the
skewness and kurtosis statistics. We want skewness and kurtosis values at are between -2 and +2.
Looking at the values on the following output copied, we can see our skewness and kurtosis
values for the dependent variable for all of our groups are within the acceptable range of -2 and
+2 across both of our dependent variables.
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To report these results in APA format, we can write:
The scores on both life satisfaction and community connectedness were normally
distributed across all conditions, as skewness and kurtosis statistics fell within the
acceptable range of -2 and +2.
Assumption 5: No Outliers.
To determine if we have any outliers, we will look at the boxplots in our JASP output. If we have
any outliers, they would be outside the top and bottom lines or whiskers. As you can see from the
boxplots, we do have outliers in our data, and we have violated this assumption. Which means
we have to decide whether we want to keep the outliers, transform the outliers, or remove them.
Given that outliers are especially common in datasets with large samples (as ours is; N = 1,458),
and that we have so many, we will keep these outliers in our dataset in order to avoid removing a
significant amount of datapoints from our model (something that is generally discouraged,
Faraway, 2015). Instead, we will model how to run the analyses as normal with outliers present,
and at the end of this guide, will run the analyses with those outliers removed to examine
whether the results remained the same.

To report this using APA format, we would write:
There were no outliers identified on the life satisfaction scores; however, there were
several outliers across all three cohorts for the community connectedness variable, as
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assessed by the inspection of a boxplot. We decided to retain these outliers given the
large sample size to avoid removing a large number of datapoints from the model.
Assumption 6: Homogeneity of Variance.
Checking for the homogeneity of variances assumption is part of the overall one-way ANOVA
test. Let’s move onto our primary analyses, and complete checking this assumption in that
section.
Primary Analyses: Omnibus Test for Community Connectedness
To run a one-way between subjects ANOVA, we will begin by testing the omnibus effect, and
then follow up with a section on Post hoc analyses. To run the one-way ANOVA, go to ANOVA
at the top of the JASP screen and select ‘ANOVA’. See the image below:

•

First, we need to move our dependent variable [community connectedness] to the
“Variables” box and our independent variable [cohort] to the “Fixed Factors” box.
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•

We are then going to ask JASP to run the various analyses we will need to interpret for
our test by clicking on the appropriate boxes in the window.
o Under “Display” we will want to check ‘Descriptive statistics’ and ‘Estimates of
effect size’ – ‘eta- squared’ and ‘omega-squared’
o Under “Assumption Checks” select ‘Homogeneity tests’; under “Assumption
corrections” select ‘None’ and ‘Welch’

Now that we have asked JASP to run the appropriate analyses for the omnibus test, let’s first
look to see if we’ve met the assumption for homogeneity of variances. In your output, this is
located under the “Assumption Checks” table and includes Levene’s test for equality of
variances.
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To interpret the results of the Levene’s test, we need to look at the significance or probability
value. If p is less than .05, the test is significant, and we do not have homogeneity of variances. If
p is greater than .05, the test is non-significant, and we do have homogeneity of variances.
Because our p value is .94, which is greater than .05, we meet this assumption.
•

If homogeneity of variances was met, you can proceed with interpreting the omnibus test
without any homogeneity corrections.

To report the results of the Levene’s test in APA format, it might look something like this:
There was homogeneity of variances between groups, as assessed by the Levene’s test for
equality of variances (p > .05).
Interpreting the Statistical Significance of the One-Way ANOVA Omnibus Test
The first thing we will interpret is the statistical significance of the omnibus test. To do this, we
will look at the ANOVA table in the output. Because we have homogeneity of variances, we can
interpret this without any homogeneity corrections as shown in the first row of this table.
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To interpret the results, we want to look at the p value. If p is less our alpha level of .05, we will
reject the null hypothesis (indicating there is a significant statistical difference between the
means of the groups on our dependent variable). If the p value is greater than our alpha level of
.05, we will fail to reject the null hypothesis (indicating there is not a significant statistical
difference between the group means on our dependent variable).
In this example, you can see that our p value is <.001, which is less than the alpha of .05.
Therefore, we will reject our null hypothesis – there is at least one significant group mean
difference on connection with the LGBT community between the younger, middle, and older
cohorts.
Writing the basic results of the omnibus ANOVA test (F test) in APA format follows this general
format:
F(df1, df2) = F statistic, p < .05 or p > .05, η2 = η2 value OR ω2 = ω2 value
So, plugging in our results into this format should look like this:
F(2, 1455) = 7.59, p < .05, η2 = .01 OR ω2 = .01
Now that we know we have a significant difference between the mean levels of community
connectedness between our three conditions, what does this mean? Which of the conditions,
specifically, are different from one another in regard to community connectedness? To answer
these questions, we will need to look at the Post Hoc Analyses section.
Post Hoc Analyses: Community Connectedness
Now that we have rejected our null hypothesis and determined there is at least one age group that
is significantly different in their level of connection to the LGBT+ community, let’s conduct post
hoc tests to determine what groups are different. Post hoc analyses allow us to understand which
of our groups/levels of the independent variable are different from one another. To do this, go
back to the ANOVA test selection for the community connectedness outcome variable. Under
“Post Hoc Tests” we will move our grouping variable [Cohort] over using the arrow and select:
•

•
•

Under Type: select ‘Standard’ and ‘Effect size’ (Note: If we had violated the
homogeneity of variances assumption, we would need to select the “Games-Howell”
option here.).
Under Correction: select ‘Tukey’
Under Display: select ‘Flag significant comparisons’
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Which of our groups are significantly difference from one another? To examine this question,
let’s look at both the “Descriptives” table and the “Post Hoc Tests” table from our output. The
Descriptives table includes means, standard deviations, and sample size for each of our
conditions. The Post Hoc Tests table details the results of all possible comparisons between our
three groups.
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The Tukey post hoc test is a good one to select if you haven’t violated the homogeneity of
variances assumption and you want to compare all possible combinations of group differences.
The Post Hoc Tests table tells us not only whether the mean differences between the groups are
statistically significant, they also tell us the effect size of this group difference by providing
Cohen’s d. For each row in the table above, there is a test of the comparison between each group
and the reference group (located on the far left). For instance, let’s look at the first two rows,
each of which compare a given condition to the ‘control’ condition. Row one is the comparison
between the means of the ‘younger’ group and the ‘middle group’; row two is the comparison
between the means of the ‘younger’ group and the ‘older’ group; row three is the comparison
between the mean of the ‘middle’ group and the ‘older’ group.
The information in the table above has the following meaning:
•
•
•
•

•

Mean Difference – the mean difference between the reference group (‘younger’) and the
target group (‘middle’), mathematically, it is Myounger – Mmiddle.
Standard Error (SE) – the standard error of the mean difference between the reference
group (‘younger’) and the target group (‘middle’)
t – the test statistic from the independent measures t test comparing the reference group
(‘younger’) and the target group (‘middle’)
Cohen’s d – the Cohen’s d effect size for the comparison between the reference group
(‘younger’) and the target group (‘middle’). This is interpreted the same as we’ve seen
before.
pTukey – The statistical significance level of the mean difference between the reference
group (‘younger’) and the target group (‘middle’) Notice that the p value says Tukey next
to it, indicating that these p values are corrected or adjusted for the number of
comparisons that we could possibly run. Therefore, this p value accounts for the fact that
we had three separate two-group comparisons.
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From here, we would interpret the statistical and practical significance of each group pair
comparisons. For each group comparison that was statistically significant, we would provide
information using the following format, ending with “no other groups comparisons were
significantly different, all pTukey > .05”:
Group 1 was [higher/lower] in DV (M = ?, SD = ?) compared to Group 2 (M = ?, SD = ?),
pTukey < .05, d = Cohen’s d value, indicating a [small/medium/large group] difference. No
other group comparisons were significantly different, all pTukey > .05.
If there were significant group differences between all of the groups, we could write something
using the following format:
All groups were significantly different from one another (p tukey < .05). Group 1
reported the highest DV (M = ?, SD = ?), which was significantly higher than Group 2 (M
= ?, SD = ?), p < .05, d = Cohen’s d value, and significantly higher than group 3 (M = ?,
SD = ?), p < .05, d = ?. The difference between group 2 and group 3 was also significant
(p < .05, d = ?).
If we were reporting in APA format using this formula, we would write the following:
The younger cohort was significantly higher in community connectedness (M = 3.03, SD
= .56) compared to the older cohort (M = 2.91, SD = .57), pTukey < .05, d = .21, indicating
a small-to-moderate group difference. The younger cohort was significantly higher in
community connectedness (M = 3.03, SD = .56) compared to the middle cohort (M =
2.92, SD = .56), pTukey < .05, d = .20, indicating a small-to-moderate group difference. No
other group comparisons were significantly different, pTukey > .05.
Primary Analyses: Omnibus Test for Life Satisfaction
Now let’s repeat the above steps, but for our second dependent variable or factor, ‘life
satisfaction.’ Spoiler alert: We are running another set of analyses so we can practice how to
handle violations to the homogeneity of variances assumption.
•

First, we need to move our dependent variable [life satisfaction] to the “Variables” box
and our independent variable [cohort] to the “Fixed Factors” box. We are then going to
ask JASP to run the various analyses we will need to interpret for our test by clicking on
the appropriate boxes in the window.
o Under “Display” we will want to check ‘Descriptive statistics’ and ‘Estimates of
effect size’ – ‘eta- squared’ and ‘omega-squared’
o Under “Assumption Checks” select ‘Homogeneity tests’; under “Assumption
corrections” select ‘None’ and ‘Welch’
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Now that we have asked JASP to run the appropriate analyses for the omnibus test, let’s first
look to see if we’ve met the assumption for homogeneity of variances. In your output, this is
located under the “Assumption Checks” table and includes Levene’s test for equality of
variances.
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To interpret the results of the Levene’s test, we need to look at the significance or probability
value. If p is less than .05, the test is significant, and we do not have homogeneity of variances. If
p is greater than .05, the test is non-significant, and we do have homogeneity of variances. Our p
value is <.001, which is less than .05. This means we do not meet this assumption.
•

If homogeneity of variances was violated, you can continue conducting the one-way
ANOVA, but will you need to have selected the “Welch” check box under ‘homogeneity
corrections’ and interpret the “Welch” ANOVA results instead. As with independent
measures t tests, the Welch homogeneity correction is calculated without pooling the
variances. For this reason, it is often easier to select the “Welch” check box when running
the omnibus test just in case the homogeneity assumption is violated. Additionally, if you
violate the homogeneity assumption, there is an alternative post hoc selection which will
be discussed in more detail in the Post Hoc Analyses section.

To report the results of the Levene’s test in APA format, it might look something like this:
There was not homogeneity of variances, as assessed by the Levene’s test for equality of
variances (p < .05).
Interpreting the Statistical Significance of the One-Way ANOVA Omnibus Test
The first thing we will interpret is the statistical significance of the omnibus test. To do this, we
will look at the ANOVA table in the output. Because we do not have homogeneity of variances,
we interpret this with homogeneity corrections as shown in the second row in the table labeled
‘Welch’.
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To interpret the results, we want to look at the p value. In this example, you can see that our p
value is <.001, which is less than the alpha of .05. Therefore, we will reject our null hypothesis –
there are significant group mean differences on life satisfaction between the younger, middle,
and older cohorts.
Writing the basic results of the omnibus ANOVA test (F test) in APA format follows this general
format:
F(df1, df2) = F statistic, p < .05 or p > .05, η2 = η2 value OR ω2 = ω2 value
So, plugging in our results into this format should look like this:
F(2, 859.93) = 8.28, p <.001, η2 = .01 or ω2 = .01
Now that we know we have a significant difference between the mean levels of life satisfaction
between our three age groups, what does this mean? Which of the age groups, specifically, are
different from one another regarding life satisfaction? To answer these questions, we will need to
look at the Post Hoc Analyses section.
Post Hoc Analyses: Life Satisfaction
Now that we have rejected our null hypothesis and determined there is at least one age group that
is significantly different in their level of life satisfaction, let’s conduct post hoc tests to determine
what groups are different. To do this, go back to the ANOVA test selection for the life
satisfaction outcome variable. Under “Post Hoc Tests” we will move our grouping variable
[Cohort] over using the arrow and select:
•

•
•

Under Type: select ‘Standard’ and ‘Effect size’ (Note: If we had violated the
homogeneity of variances assumption, we would need to select the “Games-Howell”
option here.).
Under Correction: select ‘Tukey’
Under Display: select ‘Flag significant comparisons’
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Which of our groups are significantly difference from one another? To examine this question,
let’s look at both the “Descriptives” table and the “Post Hoc Tests” table from our output.

Looking at the preceding Descriptives table image, we can see the older cohort has the highest
mean level of life satisfaction (M = 4.53), the middle cohort has the second highest mean level of
life satisfaction (M = 4.36), and the young cohort has the lowest mean level of life satisfaction
(M = 4.14). We still don’t know which groups are statistically different, but we can see a trend of
the mean levels of life satisfaction increasing for each age group.
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The Games-Howell post hoc test is preferred when your data violate the homogeneity of
variances assumption. As you can see from the table above, it is set up a little differently than the
Tukey post hoc test results. The Games-Howell Post Hoc Comparisons table still tells us if the
mean differences between the groups are statistically significant; however, Cohen’s d effect size
statistics are not available for this post hoc option. [Note: If you need to report an effect size for
your post hoc comparisons, you can check the “Confidence Intervals” box under “Post Hoc
Tests” and report the 95% confidence intervals for each comparison.] Unlike the tukey post hoc
test table, the Games-Howell table tells us what groups are being compared in each row rather
than using a reference group. The top row is comparing the young cohort and the middle cohort,
the second row is comparing the young cohort and middle cohort, and the third row is comparing
the middle cohort and the older cohort.
From here, we would interpret the statistical significance of each group pair comparisons. If we
were reporting in APA format using this formula, we would write the following:
The older cohort (M = 4.53, SD = 1.71) had significantly higher levels of life satisfaction
compared to the young cohort (M = 4.14, SD = 1.52), pTukey < .001. No other group
comparisons were significantly different, pTukey > .05.
Interpreting the Practical Significance of the One-Way ANOVA Omnibus Test
Now that we have interpreted the statistical significance of our ANOVA Omnibus tests, let’s
consider the practical significance. Remember, a significant p value tells us that there is a
significant difference in the mean levels of community connectedness and life satisfaction
between our three age groups. The effect size tells us how meaningful the difference between the
age cohorts is for our dependent variable.
η2 and ω2 Effect Size Value Strength
.01
Small
.06
Medium
.15
Large
Eta-squared (η2) or omega-squared (ω2) are both a representation of effect sizes for the omnibus
test for an ANOVA. Because we are not yet able to say that, for example, Group 1 is different
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than Group 2 for the omnibus ANOVA test, you have to estimate how much the difference is
across all the groups. Therefore, eta- and omega-squared are used to determine the amount of
variance accounted for (out of 100% variance) that the IV explains in the DV. These values are
listed as proportions, so they never go over the value of one. To get this interpretation, we would
multiply the value of eta-squared or omega-squared by 100 and interpret it as a percentage. In
this example, therefore, we could say that 1.3% (eta-squared) or 1.1% (omega-squared) of the
variance in community connectedness is accounted for by the experimental condition. Etasquared is the more commonly reported effect size, while omega-squared is often used to help
represent the true population effect size (Maxwell et al., 1981).
Let’s interpret eta-squared for our variables. We obtained eta-squared values of .01 – this is a
small effect. So, although we have a statistical difference in the mean levels of community
connectedness and life satisfaction between cohorts, that difference is small (negligible, even).
This can often happen in studies that have a very large sample size. Finding a significant
difference becomes easier, even if it is really small.
Reporting in APA Format
Value (Notation)
Omnibus Test
Test Statistic (F)
Degrees of Freedom (df1, df2)
Probability (p)
Effect Size (Eta- or omega-squared)
Assumptions
Skewness and Kurtosis
Boxplot
Levene’s Test
Post Hoc Analyses
Mean (M)
Standard Deviation (SD)
Probability of comparison (pTukey)
Effect Size (Cohen’s d)
Putting it All Together
We ran the test for both community connectedness and life satisfaction, but for simplicity, let’s
just look at the full write-up for the community connectedness analysis.
A one-way ANOVA was conducted to examine whether there were any mean differences
in community connectedness between cohorts. There were outliers identified on
community connectedness scores across conditions, as assessed by the inspection of a
boxplot. We decided to retain these outliers given the large sample size and so as to avoid
removing a large number of datapoints from the model. The scores on community
connectedness were normally distributed across all conditions, as skewness and kurtosis
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statistics fell within the acceptable range of -2 and +2. There was homogeneity of
variances, as assessed by the Levene’s test for equality of variances (p > .05).
The omnibus test was statistically significant, F(2, 1455) = 7.59, p < .05, η2 = .01 OR ω2
= .01. Post hoc analyses revealed that the younger cohort was significantly higher in
community connectedness (M = 3.03, SD = .56) compared to the older cohort (M = 2.91,
SD = .57), pTukey < .05, d = .21, indicating a small-to-moderate group difference. The
younger cohort was also significantly higher in community connectedness (M = 3.03, SD
= .56) compared to the middle cohort (M = 2.92, SD = .56), pTukey < .05, d = .20,
indicating a small-to-moderate group difference. No other group comparisons were
significantly different, pTukey > .05.
Real World Meaning
Now that the statistical jargon is out of the way – what do our results mean? We rejected the null
hypothesis for community connectedness and found differences between the younger cohort and
the middle/older cohorts. This means the younger cohort feels a stronger connection to the
LGBT community compared to the middle and older cohorts; however, given the small effect
size we obtained, this difference is may not be practically meaningful. We also rejected the null
hypothesis for life satisfaction and found differences between the younger cohort and the older
cohort. This means the older members of the LGBT community included in this study felt more
satisfied with their life than the younger cohort.
Thinking back to Meyer and colleagues (2021) original hypothesis using minority stress theory,
they measured other variables to address their original research question. Specifically, they
thought the theory would mean that societal improvements in attitudes toward sexual minorities
as well as increased legislative protections, would result in improved mental health outcomes for
younger cohorts of sexual minorities in the United States. Certainly, younger cohorts’ feeling a
greater connection to the LGBT community might suggest that is true as well. Unfortunately, the
data did not support their hypothesis. If the data supported the minority stress theory, we would
have found higher levels of life satisfaction in the younger cohort; however, we found the highest
levels of life satisfaction in the older cohort. Looking across all the outcomes Meyer and
colleagues analyzed, they found that younger cohorts reported more experiences with physical
violence, sexual violence, and verbal abuse. They also reported higher levels of felt stigma and
psychological distress.
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Running and Interpreting a Two-Way ANVOA in JASP
The Pew Research Center collected and published survey data on attitudes toward women in
leadership as part of their American Trends Panel Survey in 2018. This report detailed the
findings from a sample of 4,587 participants who completed an online survey. As part of their
report, Parker, Horowitz, and Igielnik (2018) discussed the disparities in attitudes toward women
in leadership positions – both in political and corporate settings – by gender, political party, and
age. For example, they reported that the majority of women said gender discrimination is a major
reason there aren’t more women in high political offices and top executive business positions;
however, only 36% of men agreed it was an issue for high political offices and 44% for top
executive business positions. When they looked at gender and age together, the majority of
women agreed gender discrimination in a barrier to leadership across all ages, while only 35% of
men 18-49 years old agreed and 38% of men 50 years and older agreed. We are going to follow
up on their analyses by taking a more nuanced look at the interaction between age and gender on
attitudes toward women in leadership using their data set – specifically, we are going to focus on
women in political positions.
Our first factor, gender, has two levels: (1) woman and (2) man. Our second factor, age, will
have three levels: (1) younger adult (30-49 years older), (2) middle-aged adult (50-64 years old),
and (3) older adults (65 years and older). Our dependent variable, attitudes toward women in
politics, was created by creating an average of participant responses to 23 items that accessed
attitudes toward women in political positions. Higher scores on this variable mean more
favorable attitudes toward women in politics.
This study utilized a quasi-experimental research design. We do not have a control group and are
not randomly assigning participants to a particular gender or age. We are simply grouping
participants into the gender they identified with and the age group based on their reported age
when the data were collected. The table below shows our 2x3 factorial ANOVA study design.
Factor
One:
Gender
Women
(Level 1)

30-49 years old
(Level 1)

Factor Two: Age
50-64 years old
(Level 2)

65+ years old
(Level 3)

30-49 years old,
women

50-64 years old,
women

65+ years old,
women

Men
(Level 2)

30-49 years old,
men

50-64 years old,
men

65+ years old,
men

Hypotheses
The null hypotheses:
Factor One (Main Effect of Gender)
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•
•

Conceptual H0A: There are no significant mean differences in favorable attitudes toward
women in politics between women and men.
Mathematical H0A: There are no significant differences between the population means for
women and men on favorable attitudes toward women in politics. M1 = M2

Factor Two (Main Effect of Age Group)
•
•

Conceptual H0B: There are no significant mean differences in favorable attitudes toward
women in politics between the three age groups.
Mathematical H0B: There are no significant differences between the population means for
the 30-39 years old group, 50-64 years old group, and 65+ years old group on favorable
attitudes toward women in politics. M1 = M2 = M3

Factor One x Factor Two (Interaction between Gender and Age Group)
•
•

Conceptual H0AB: There is not a significant interaction between gender and age on
favorable attitudes toward women in politics.
Mathematical H0AB: Gender x Age Group = 0 for each cell.

The alternative hypotheses:
Factor One (Main Effect of Gender)
•
•

Conceptual H1A: There is a significant mean difference in favorable attitudes toward
women in politics between women and men.
Mathematical H1A: There is a significant difference between the population means for
women and men on favorable attitudes toward women in politics. M1 ≠ M2

Factor Two (Main Effect of Age Group)
•
•

Conceptual H1B: There is a significant mean difference in favorable attitudes toward
women in politics between the three age groups.
Mathematical H1B: There is a significant difference between the population means for the
30-39 years old group, 50-64 years old group, and 65+ years old group on favorable
attitudes toward women in politics. M1 ≠ M2 ≠ M3

Factor One x Factor Two (Interaction between Gender and Age Group)
•
•

Conceptual H1AB: There is a significant interaction between gender and age on favorable
attitudes toward women in politics.
Mathematical H1AB: Gender x Age Group ≠ 0 for at least one cell.

JASP Analyses
In order to run analyses in JASP, the first thing we need to do is open the data set we will be
working with. To do this, open JASP and complete the following steps.
Click on File → Open → Computer → Browse → Choose the Two-Way ANOVA Practice Data
(Pew Research Center 2019 W36)
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Before we get started with our analyses, we are going to filter our AgeGroup variable to filter out

participants who were in the 18-29-year-old age group. Unfortunately, the sample size in this
group was too small to compare to the other age groups in this analysis. Click the arrow in the
filter column for the 18-29-year-old label. To do this, click on “AgeGroup” and click the
checkmark to filter out participants who are in the 18-29-year-old age group (Value = 1). When
there is an X instead of check mark, then you have filtered this group out appropriately. See the
image below.

Assumption Testing
Prior to running our two-way ANOVA, we first must check to make sure we meet the
assumptions for this statistical test.
Assumption One: Are our factors measured at the categorical (i.e., nominal) level with two or
more groups?
Yes. Our independent variables for this study are gender and age. Our first factor, participant
gender, had two levels: women and men. Participants who participated in this survey either
identified themselves as a woman or a man. Thus, this factor is dichotomous and categorical. If
you look at the data label icon in JASP, you can see it has the appropriate icon (three overlapping
circles) for a nominal/categorical variable. Our second factor, age, had three levels: 30-39 years
old, 50-64 years old, and 65+ years old. This factor is categorical and has the appropriate icon in
JASP to indicate it is a nominal variable. We meet this assumption.
Assumption Two: Is the dependent variable continuous (i.e., ratio or interval)?
Yes. Our dependent variable for this study is participants’ mean score for their responses to the
23-items measuring their level of favorable attitudes toward women in politics. This variable is
continuous, meaning it was measured at the interval or ratio level. If you look at the data label
icon in JASP, you can see it has the appropriate icon (a ruler) for a scale or continuous variable.
We meet this assumption.
Assumption Three: Are the samples independent?
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Yes. Looking at our data set, we can determine that the groups of participants in each cell of our
research design are independent. In our dataset, you can see that all participants identified as
either a woman or a man for factor one. You can also see that participants reported that their age
group was one of the following: 30-39 years old, 50-64 years old, and 65+ years old. When we
display the levels of both of our factors in a table, as you see below, we have six independent
cells representing the possible combinations of our two factors for our 2x3 ANOVA. Thus,
knowing the research design did not allow for participants to be exposed to more than one
condition or level of either factor, we can conclude that participants in all cells are independent
of one another. No participant is in more than one group. We meet this assumption.
Women
Men

30-49 years old
Cell 1
Women, 30-49 years
Cell 4
Men, 30-49 years

50-64 years old
Cell 2
Women, 50-64 years
Cell 5
Men, 50-64 years

65+ years old
Cell 3
Women, 65+ years
Cell 6
Men, 65+ years

Assumption Four: Is the dependent variable normally distributed for each group of the IV?
Before we run our descriptive statistics, we first have to filter our first factor. To do this, click on
“Gender” and click the arrow to filter out participants who refused to answer (value = 9) and
women (value = 2). After you click the arrow you will see an x instead of a check mark (see
image below). Then click on the x in the bottom righthand corner to exit out of that screen. This
will filter out women participants and allow us to calculate the descriptive statistics for the top
row of our 2x3 ANOVA.

To check our data for the next two assumptions, we will use the Descriptives analysis tab. Click
Descriptives. When the “Descriptive Statistics” window pops up, we will need to move our
dependent variable to the “Variables” box and our independent variable to the “Split” box using
the arrows depicted in the photo below – this is so we can examine normality in the DV for the
three levels of our second factor separately.
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Once we have our variables in the appropriate boxes and our first factor filtered, we are going to
ask JASP to run the various statistics and graphics we will need to interpret for our assumptions
by clicking on the appropriate boxes in the test window. We will be asking JASP to provide us
with all possible output we may want to look at for our assumptions; however, we will focus on
interpreting the output that you will be expected to analyze for your course assignments.
1. Under the “Plots” tab we will check the “Boxplots,” “Boxplot element,” “Jitter element,”
and “Label outliers” boxes. We will also check “Distribution plots.”
2. Under the “Statistics” tab we will check the “Skewness,” and “Kurtosis boxes.
See the following image to make sure your test window has all the appropriate boxes selected.
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As a reminder, for this course, we will focus on interpreting the skewness and kurtosis statistics
to determine if our data are normally distributed. We want our skewness and kurtosis statistics to
be between -2 and +2. For this study design, we have six different cells that we have to check to
determine if each of those six groups of participants have a normal distribution of attitudes
toward women in politics.
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Looking at the values on the output above, we can see our skewness values for the 30-49-yearold group (-0.42), 50-64-year-old group (-0.24), and 65+ group (-0.31) are all within the
acceptable range of -2 and +2. Additionally, the kurtosis for the 30-49-year-old group (-0.59),
50-64-year-old group (-0.67), and 65+ group (-0.65) are also within the acceptable range of -2
and +2.
Now that we have analyzed the descriptive statistics for participants in the participants who
identified as a man, we have to conduct the same steps for participants who identified as a
woman. To do this, click on “Gender.” Next, you will click on the check mark in the “Filter”
column for Men so it is now an X. You will also need to click on the X next to Women to make
sure it is now a check mark. Once this is completed, click on the x in the bottom righthand corner
to exit out of that screen. This will filter out participants who identified as men and allow us to
calculate the descriptive statistics for the bottom row of our 2x3 ANOVA.

Once this is completed, you will want to repeat the steps above to run Descriptives again with
our remaining three groups.
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Looking at the values on the output above, we can see our skewness values for the 30-49-yearold group (-0.62), 50-64-year-old group (-0.55), and 65+ group (-0.48) are all within the
acceptable range of -2 and +2. Additionally, the kurtosis for the 30-49-year-old group (-0.31),
50-64-year-old group (-0.05), and 65+ group (-0.21) are also within the acceptable range of -2
and +2. The skewness and kurtosis statistics for each of our six cells are also reported in the table
below.

Women

Men

30-49 years old
Cell 1
Skewness: -0.62
Kurtosis: 0.31
Cell 4
Skewness: -0.42
Kurtosis: -0.59

50-64 years old
Cell 2
Skewness: -0.55
Kurtosis: -0.05
Cell 5
Skewness: -0.24
Kurtosis: -0.67

65+ years old
Cell 3
Skewness: -0.48
Kurtosis: -0.21
Cell 6
Skewness: -0.31
Kurtosis: -0.65

To report these results in APA format, we could write:
Attitudes toward women in politics was normally distributed within all six cells, with
skewness and kurtosis statistics between -2 and +2.
Now that we have checked our data for normality, let’s take a look at our boxplots for each cell
to see if we have outliers in any of our study cells.
Assumption Five: Are there any outliers in the sample?
To assess for outliers, we will look at the boxplots in our JASP output. If we have outliers, they
would be outside the top and bottom lines or whiskers. When we look at the boxplot for
participants who identified as a man, you can see there are no outliers visible in 30-49-year-old
age group, 50-64-year-old age group, or the 65+ age group.
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However, if we look at the boxplot for participants who identified as women, you can see we
have a lot of outliers across all three age groups, below the lower quartile.

To report this in APA format, we could write
There were five outliers in the 65+, women group and several outliers in both the 50-64year-old, women group and in the 30-49-year-old, women group as assessed by the
inspection of a boxplot.
As we discussed in previous chapters, when we have outliers we have to decide if they are going
to correct it, keep it, delete it, or replace it. This data has already been checked and cleaned by
researchers with the Pew Research Center; thus, we can assume these outliers are not due to a
data entry error. As a researcher, you would then have to decide if the outliers are exerting a
significant enough impact on your results to warrant deletion. Given that outliers are especially
common in datasets with large samples (as ours is; N = 4,337), and that we have so many, we
will keep these outliers in our dataset in order to avoid removing a significant amount of
datapoints from our model (something that is generally discouraged, Faraway, 2015). Instead, we
will model how to run the analyses as normal with outliers present, and at the end of this chapter,
will run the analyses with those outliers removed to examine whether the results remained the
same.
Assumption Six: Are there homogeneity of variances?
To determine if we have homogeneity of variances, we need to ask JASP to run our two-way
ANOVA. Checking for this assumption is a part of the overall two-way ANOVA. Let’s move
onto our primary analyses below, and complete checking this assumption in that section.
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Primary Analyses
Before running our primary analyses, we need to turn off the filter for Gender. To do this, hover
over Gender and click when you see “click here to change labels or inspect filter.” Then click on
the x icon for men. You should now see a check mark next to values 1 and 2, for men and
women. Click on the X in the righthand corner to exit that screen. [You want an X to remain for
Value 9].

To run a two-way ANOVA, go to ANOVA at the top of the JASP screen and click on ANOVA.
See the image below.

1. First, we need to move our dependent variable FavAttitudes to the “Variables” box and
our factors Gender and AgeGroup to the “Fixed Factors” box. We are then going to ask
JASP to run our omnibus test by clicking on the appropriate boxes in the test window.
2. Under “Display” we will check the “Descriptive statistics” and “Estimates of effect size”
test boxes.
3. Under “Estimates of effect size” we will check the omega squared “ω2” box.
See the image below to make sure your test window has all the appropriate boxes selected.
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Next, we are going to ask JASP to give us the statistics for our final assumption – homogeneity
of variances.
4. Under “Assumption Checks” we will check the “Homogeneity tests” box.

Are there homogeneity of variances?
Now that we have asked JASP to run our first set of analyses, we can begin our interpretation of
the results. The first thing we need to do is go back to our last assumption and determine is we
meet the assumption for homogeneity of variances. As you can see from the output below, the p
value for our Levene’s test is < .001. Because p is < .05, we can conclude that we do not meet
this assumption. Although this is a bummer, we are in luck! As long as the number of
participants in each group is approximately equal and not less than five per group, ANOVA is
generally “robust” to a violation of this assumption. If we look at the descriptives box in our
output, we can see the sample sizes in each cell are approximately equal: 671, 655, 607, 626,
720, and 600. Thus, we can proceed with our analyses. If we did not have equal sample sizes in
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each of our groups, we could potentially conduct a nonparametric test equivalent instead, the
Scheirer-Ray-Hare test.

To report the results of the Levene’s test in APA format, it might look something like this:
There was not homogeneity of variances, as assessed by the Levene’s test for equality of
variances (p < .05); however, because there was an approximately equal number of
participants in each cell, the two-way ANOVA is considered robust to this violation
(Maxwell & Delaney, 2004).
Interpreting the Statistical Significance of Two-Way ANOVAs
Now that we have completed the assumption checking for this statistical test, we can proceed
with interpreting the primary analyses. The first thing we will interpret is the statistical
significance of the omnibus test results. To do this, we are going to look at the “ANOVA FavAttitudes” table. We have a total of three different F tests that we will interpret for each of
our hypotheses.
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To interpret the results, we want to look at the p values for the main effect for factor one
(hypothesis one), the main effect for factor two (hypothesis two), and the interaction (hypothesis
three). If p is less than our alpha level of .05, we will reject the null hypothesis.
1. There is a significant statistical difference between the group means of our first factor,
gender, because p < .001. Because our p value is less than our alpha level of .05, we will
reject our first null hypothesis. Thus, we would say we have a main effect of gender on
participant attitudes toward women in politics.
2. There is not a significant statistical difference between the group means of our second
factor, age group, because p = .18. Because our p value is greater than our alpha level of
.05, we will fail to reject our second null hypothesis. Thus, we would say we do not have
a main effect of age on participant attitudes toward women in politics.
3. There is a significant interaction between gender and age group because p = .01. Because
our p value is less than our alpha level of .05, we will reject our third null hypothesis.
Thus, we would say we do have a significant interaction between gender and age group
on participant attitudes toward women in politics.
Writing the basic results of a two-way ANOVA in APA format follows this general format:
F(df1, df2) = F statistic, p < .05 or > .05, ω2 = omega-squared statistic
However, with a two-way ANOVA, we have three F statistics to report: (1) main effect for our
first factor, (2) main effect for our second factor, and (3) our interaction. Plugging our results
above into this format, we have:
Main Effect for Factor One: F(1, 3873) = 92.39, p < .001, ω2 = .02
Main Effect for Factor Two: F(2, 3873) = 1.71, p > .05, ω2 = .00
Main Effect for the Interaction: F(2, 3873) = 4.56, p < .05, ω2 = .002
Now we know that we have a significant interaction between our two factors – gender and age
group - but what does that mean? To answer this, we are going to do two things: (1) graph the
means of each cell in our interaction to help us visualize what is happening with the data and (2)
conduct post hoc tests called simple main effects.
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We can graph the means of the interaction using JASP or using Excel. For now, let’s take the
easy way out and ask JASP to provide us with a graph of the interaction.
1. In the ANOVA analysis window, click on “Descriptive Plots.”
2. Move Gender to the “Separate Lines” box. This will graph our first factor, gender, as two
separate lines on our graph.
a. I choose this variable to have separate lines for because it will make it easier to
understand two separate lines rather than three. However, you can always play
around with different options to see what method works best for your study.
3. Move AgeGroup to the “Horizontal Axis” box. This will group our second factor, age
group, on the x-axis of the graph.
4. Click “Display error bars.”

Let’s take a look at the group means plotted on the following graph.
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Looking at the Descriptive plots or line graph above, we can see that we have an ordinal
interaction – the groups means do not cross or overlap in our graph. By graphing the means of
each of our study cells, we can visualize that is happening with our data. For example, looking at
this graph we can see women in the younger (30-49-year-old) age group reported the most
favorable attitudes toward women in politics. Alternately, men in the younger age group reported
the least favorable attitudes toward women in politics. This graph is limited because it does not
tell us which groups are significantly different from one another. However, by asking JASP to
display error bars using the confidence intervals, we are able to take an educated guess as to
where the statistical differences will be. The dots on the graph indicate the group means and the
error bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals around the means. A general indication of how
spread out or variable participant ratings of attitudes toward women in politics were in each
group. Groups that do not have overlapping error bars are more likely to be significantly
different from one another; however, this is not guaranteed – so post hoc tests are needed to
confirm. Looking at the line graph above, it seems likely that women across all age groups had
significantly more favorable attitudes toward women in politics than men. The group with the
smallest gender differences in attitudes toward women in politics was the older adult age group.
To confirm our interpretation of the graph is correct, we will conduct post hoc tests. A
commonly used post hoc test to help interpret significant interactions with two-way ANOVAs
are simple main effects.
Our next step is to run tests of simple effects.
1. In the ANOVA analysis window, click on “Simple Main Effects.”
2. Move AgeGroup to the “Simple Effect Factor” box.
3. Move Gender to the “Moderator Factor 1” box.
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This will test to see if there are differences in our second factor, age group, at each level of the
first factor (women, men). Our results are copied below.

To interpret simple effects, we will focus on the p values for each comparison.
•

•

The p value on top (p = .21), tells us that when we compare participant attitudes toward
women in politics between young, middle-aged, and older men, there is no statistical
difference because p is greater than .05.
The p value on the bottom (p = .009), tells us that when we compare participant attitudes
toward women in politics between young, middle-aged, and older women, there is a
statistical difference because p is less than than .05.

We can repeat these steps to run simple main effects to see if there are differences in our first
factor, gender, at each level of the second factor (younger, middle-aged, older). We will follow
the same instructions as before but switch the boxes we move Gender and AgeGroup into.
1. In the ANOVA analysis window, click on “Simple Main Effects.”
2. Move Gender to the “Simple Effect Factor” box.
3. Move AgeGroup to the “Moderator Factor 1” box.
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The results of the additional simple main effects analyses are copied below.

To interpret simple effects, we will focus on the p values for each comparison.
•

•

•

The p value on top (p < .001), tells us that when we compare attitudes toward women in
politics for women and men who are 30-49 years old, there is a significant difference
because p is less than .05.
The p value in the middle (p < .001), tells us that when we compare attitudes toward
women in politics for women and men who are 50-64 years old, there is a significant
difference because p is less than .05.
The p value on the bottom (p < .001), tells us that when we compare attitudes toward
women in politics for women and men who are 65 years and older, there is a significant
difference because p is less than .05.

To report the results of our simple main effects analyses, we could write:
After conducting analyses of simple main effects, we found a significant difference in
attitudes toward women in politics between women and men across in the younger adult
(F(1) = 63.14, p < .001), middle-aged adult (F(1) = 26.75, p < .001), and older adult age
groups (F(1) = 12.94, p < .001). Across all age groups, women had significantly more
favorable views toward women in politics compared to men. Further, there was not a
simple main effect of age for men, F(2) = 1.54, p > .05. There were no differences in
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attitudes toward women in politics across age groups for men. However, there was a
simple main effect of age for women, F(2) = 4.68, p < .01. Younger women held more
favorable attitudes toward women in politics than the middle-aged and older age groups.
Interpreting the Practical Significance of Two-Way ANOVAs
Now that we have interpreted the statistical significance, we will look at the practical
significance by looking at our effect size. A significant p value tells us that there is a significant
interaction between gender and age on attitudes toward women in politics, but the effect size tells
us how much of our dependent variable we are explaining with these factors.
Reminder: Omega Squared Effect Sizes (Cohen, 1988; Kirk, 1996)
Effect Size Strength
.01 Small
.06 Medium
.14 Large
We obtained an omega-squared value of .002 for our interaction, this is less than a small effect.
There is a statistical interaction between gender and age on attitudes toward women in politics,
but the variance explained by that interaction is very small. Meaning, the interaction between
gender and age only explains .2% of the variance in participant attitudes toward women in
politics. If we look at our main effect for gender, however, the omega-squared value was .02.
This means that the variance in participant attitudes toward women in politics explained by
gender alone was 2.3%, still a small amount, but larger than the interaction.
Reporting in APA Format
What do you need to report in your results?
Value (Notation)
Means (M)
Standard Deviations (SD)
Test Statistics (F)
Degrees of Freedom (df)
Probabilities (p)
Effect Size
ω2 or η2
Confidence Intervals
Assumptions
Skewness and Kurtosis
Boxplot
Levene’s Statistic
Post Hoc Test
Simple Main Effect
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Putting it All Together
Now, let’s write up the results of our test combining everything we’ve done so far, including the
test of assumptions, and the results of the two-way ANOVA.
A two-way ANOVA was conducted to determine if there was an interaction between
gender and age on attitudes toward women in politics. Attitudes toward women in politics
was normally distributed within all six cells, with skewness and kurtosis statistics
between -2 and +2. There were five outliers in the 65+, women group; 19 outliers in the
50-64-year-old, women group; and 21 outliers in the 30-49-year-old, women group as
assessed by the inspection of a boxplot. There was not homogeneity of variances, as
assessed by the Levene’s test for equality of variances (p < .05); however, because there
was an approximately equal number of participants in each cell, the two-way ANOVA is
considered robust to this violation (Maxwell & Delaney, 2004).
There was a statistically significant interaction between gender and age on attitudes
toward women in politics, F(2, 3873) = 4.56, p < .05, ω2 = .002. There was also a main
effect of gender on attitudes toward women in politics, F(1, 3873) = 92.39, p < .001, ω2 =
.02. There was not a main effect of age group, F(2, 3873) = 1.71, p > .05, ω2 = .00. After
conducting analyses of simple main effects, we found a significant difference in attitudes
toward women in politics between women and men across in the younger adult (F(1) =
63.14, p < .001), middle-aged adult (F(1) = 26.75, p < .001), and older adult age groups
(F(1) = 12.94, p < .001). Across all age groups, women had significantly more favorable
views toward women in politics compared to men. Further, there was not a simple main
effect of age for men, F(2) = 1.54, p > .05. There were no differences in attitudes toward
women in politics across age groups for men. However, there was a simple main effect of
age for women, F(2) = 4.68, p < .01. Younger women held more favorable attitudes
toward women in politics than the middle-aged and older age groups.
Real World Meaning
Remember, when we interpret the real world meaning of a study, we want to take out any
statistical jargon and describe the results of the study in a way that is easy to understand by
people who do not know anything about statistics. Think about how you would describe the
results to your roommate, sibling, parent, or neighbor. For example, if I was telling my neighbor
the real world meaning of our results, I would say:
When researchers studied the impact of gender and age on attitudes toward women in
politics they found a few things: (1) men have less favorable attitudes toward women in
politics across all age groups, (2) there are differences in attitudes toward women in
politics between young, middle-aged, and older women – but not between different ages
for men, and (3) younger women have the most favorable attitudes toward women in
politics. Younger women had more favorable attitudes toward women in politics
compared to all of the men in the study, and more favorable attitudes compared to the
middle-aged and older women as well.
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Running and Interpreting a Chi-Square Test in JASP
The terms used to describe their ethnic identity by people who can trace their origins back to
South America, Latin America, and Spain varies between individuals and have changed over
time. In a national survey of 5,103 Hispanic adults in 2013, the Pew Research Center found that
the majority of participants defined their ethnic identity in terms of their specific Hispanic origin,
particularly those who immigrated to the U.S. from other countries. For example, using terms
that indicated a geographical origin such as Dominican, Cuban, South American, Puerto Rican,
or Salvadoran. The rest of the participants used the terms Hispanic, Latino, or American, with
higher proportions of native-born participants using these terms – particularly amongst third
generation members of the Hispanic community. Recently, a gender-neutral term, Latinx, has
been gaining momentum as a new way of describing the Hispanic population in the U.S. Why
use the term Latinx instead of Latino, Latina, or Hispanic? As one younger participant in a
national survey explained, “Latinx is a more inclusive term to use for those who do not choose to
identify with a certain gender. The terms Latino and Latina are very limiting for certain people”

(Noe-Bustamante, Mora, & Hugo Lopez, 2020).
Although Google trend data between 2011-2020 shows a rise in the prevalence of Latinx, the
terms Latina, Latino, and Hispanic continue to be more widely used.

Pew Research Center Graph (2020)
A recent survey by researchers at the Pew Research Center found that 76% of U.S.
Hispanic/Latino adults surveyed in late 2019 had not heard of the term Latinx (Noe-Bustamante
et al., 2020); however, of the 23% who had heard of the term, only 3% reported using it to
describe themselves. Additionally, younger participants between 18-29 years old were the most
likely to have heard of the term Latinx, with 42% saying they were familiar with the term
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compared to only 7% of older adults 65 years and older. When asked if they thought Latinx
should be adopted as a pan-ethic term for U.S. Hispanics, the majority of participants (61%) said
they prefer the term Hispanic, 29% preferred Latino, and only 4% said they preferred Latinx.
Knowing there are age differences in terms of how aware participants are of the term Latinx, are
there also age differences in whether participants think the term Latinx should be adopted by the
Hispanic/Latino population? Let’s find out!
For this walk-through example, we are going to focus on two of these variables: “Age” and
“Latinx.” We want to see whether there is an association between age groups (18-29, 30-49, 5064, and 65+) and whether a person thinks Latinx should be used to describe the Hispanic or
Latino population (Yes, No). To answer this question, we will conduct a chi-square test.

Hypotheses
Let’s review our hypotheses for this example we are about to run in JASP.
The null hypothesis is:
Conceptual H0: There is no significant association between age groups and whether a
person thinks Latinx should be used to describe the Hispanic or Latino population
Mathematical H0: The observed frequencies are equal to the expected frequencies.
The alternative hypothesis is:
Conceptual H1: There is a significant association between age groups and whether a
person thinks Latinx should be used to describe the Hispanic or Latino population
Mathematical H1: The observed frequencies are not equal to the expected frequencies.
JASP Analyses
In order to run analyses, the first thing we need to do is open the data set we will be working
with. To do this, open JASP and follow the steps below:
File → Open → Computer → Browse → Select the ‘Chi Square Class Practice Data (Pew
Research Center, 2020)’ csv file wherever it is saved on your computer.
Once the data is open in JASP, we will need for first change the data labels for our variables so
that we know what the values mean when we run analyses. There are multiple variables in the
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dataset, however, we are going to focus on Latinx and Age for this example. See the following
bulleted list for a description of how each variable was coded.
•
•

Latinx: 1 = ‘Yes’, 2 = ‘No’
Age: 1 = ’18-29’, 2 = ’30-49’, 3 = ’50-64’, 4 = ‘65+’, 99 = ‘Refused’

Before we do anything else, let’s get our dataset to reflect the participants we want to analyze in
this chi-square test. Remember, we are comparing participants in different age groups and
whether they believe the term Latinx should be used to describe the Hispanic or Latino
population. To do this, we want to first make sure we filter out any participants who did not
respond to either prompt. For both Latinx and Age we are going to filter out participants with the
“Refused” label.
To filter out participants, we will click the check mark next to the responses we want filtered out.
Let’s start with ‘Latinx’. Hover your cursor over the variable column ‘Latinx’. When you see a
pop up saying, “click here to change labels” click on it.

In the variable labels box, click the check mark next to the ‘99’ label, and it will turn the button
into an X button.

Repeat the above steps to filter out participants who refused to provide their age for our “Age”
variable.
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Assumption Testing
There are just three statistical assumptions for a chi-square test. The first two deal more with the
research design, and the third assumption we will test when we actually run the chi-square test.
Assumption 1: Two Categorical Variables.
Yes. In this example, we have two categorical, nominal variables. Our first variable, ‘Latinx’ is a
dichotomous categorical variable, where participants responded that they either think this term
should be used to describe the Hispanic or Latino population, or not. Our second variable, ‘Age
group’, is also a categorical variable, because participants either indicate their age as ’18-29’ or
’30-49’ or ’50-64’ or ‘65+.’ Because both of our variables are categorical variables, we meet this
assumption.
Assumption 2: Independence of Observations.
Yes. We can assume that we have independence of observations because each participant
represents a unique combination of the different levels of each variable. That means that for any
given participant, they are only in one of the total possible “cells” in the contingency table. For
instance, a participant is in one of eight possible cells in the following contingency table.
Because participants can only be in one of these cells based on their specific categories, we can
assume independence of observations. So, we have met this assumption.
Yes
Latinx should be
used to describe
the
Hispanic/Latino
population.
No
Latinx should
NOT be used to
describe the
Hispanic/Latino
population.

18-29 years old

30-49 years old

50-64 years old

65+

18-29-year olds
who said “Yes”

30-49-year olds
who said “Yes”

50-64-year olds
who said “Yes”

65+ year olds
who said “Yes”

18-29-year olds
who said “No”

30-49-year olds
who said “No”

50-64-year olds
who said “No”

65+ year olds
who said “No”
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Assumption 3: Expected Counts Greater than Five.
To determine whether our expected counts are greater than five, we need to have JASP run the
chi-square test. To run the chi-square test, go to ‘Frequencies’ at the top of the JASP window and
select ‘Contingency Tables’, as shown in the following image.

Primary Analyses
Now we need to choose which variables to move into the ‘Row’ and ‘Column’ boxes.
Ultimately, it does not matter how you choose to organize your table, so choose the format that
will work the best for you. For this dataset we will use the top arrow to move the variable
‘Latinx’ into the ‘Row’ box. Click the other arrow to move the ‘Age’ variable to the ‘Column’
box.

To test our third assumption (expected counts greater than five), click on the ‘Cells’ and select
the “Expected” check mark under the “Counts” heading.
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In the output window, take a look at the table labeled “Contingency Table”. The rows that are
labeled “Count” refer to the observed counts based on participants responses. Take a look at the
expected counts highlighted in the image below with red boxes. What we can see for each of our
cells is that our expected counts are greater than five for each cell. This means that we have
satisfied assumption three and can move on with the chi-square test!
Can You Read the Contingency Table?
Let’s make sure you can read the contingency table below. How many people in our sample
are middle-aged (50-64 years old) and think Latinx should be used to describe the
Hispanic/Latino population in the United States? To figure this out, we need to make sure
we’re looking at the right cell. We’ll want to look at the row labeled “Yes”, and within this
row, pay attention to the row labeled ‘Count’. Now that we’re in the right row, we need to
make sure we’re in the right column. We want people who are 50-64 years old. If we look for
the cell based on that combination of categories, you should end up at a value of 45. This
means that 45 50-64-year olds indicated they thought Latinx should be used to describe the
Hispanic/Latino population in the U.S.

To report this assumption test in APA format, you could say:
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A chi-square test for association was conducted between age group and whether people
think the term Latinx should be used to describe the Hispanic or Latino population. All
expected cell frequencies were greater than five.
To run the chi-square test and select all other pieces of information we’ll need, click on the
‘Statistics’ option in the test menu. You’ll see that the chi-square test is already selected. All
we’ll need to add now is Phi and Cramer’s V to get the effect size. To do this, select the
checkbox labeled “Phi and Cramer’s V”

Interpreting and Reporting the Statistical Significance of the Chi-Square Test
To determine whether the chi-square test is statistically significant, let’s look at the following
chi-square test output.

To interpret the statistical significance of the chi-square test, we want to look at the p value. If
the p value is less that our alpha level of .05, we will reject the null hypothesis (indicating that
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there is a significant association between age groups and whether a person thinks Latinx should
be used to describe the Hispanic or Latino population). If the p value is greater than our alpha
level of .05, then we will fail to reject the null hypothesis (indicating there is not a significant
association between our variables).
In this example, you can see from the “Chi-Squared” table that our p value is < .001, which is
less than the alpha of .05. Therefore, we will reject our null hypothesis – indicating that there is a
significant association between age groups and whether a person thinks Latinx should be used to
describe the Hispanic or Latino population.
Next we will look at the “Nominal” table to report our effect size. Phi is only available when you
have a 2x2 contingency table. Because we have a 2x4 contingency table, we will report the
Cramer’s V value depicted in the following table.

Writing the results of the chi-square test in APA format follows this general format:
X2(df) = chi-square statistic, p < .05 or p > .05, ɸ = Phi coefficient OR Cramer’s V = Cramer’s V
value
So, plugging in our results into this format should look like this:
X2(3) = 15.81, p < .05, Cramer’s V = .15
Interpreting the Practical Significance of the Chi-Square Test
Now that we have interpreted the statistical significance of the chi-square test, let’s consider the
practical significance of this test. Remember, a significant p value tells us that there is a
significant age groups and whether a person thinks Latinx should be used to describe the
Hispanic or Latino population. The effect size, then, tells us how meaningful or strong this
association is. That is, the effect size tells us how strongly related our two variables are to one
another.
For the purposes of this analysis, because we are interpreting a 2 x 4 crosstabulation, we will
interpret Cramer’s V. Let’s refer back to the Cramer’s V guidelines for strength of association
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for our degrees of freedom = 3. A small effect is .06, a medium effect is .17, and a large effect is
.29. We obtained a value of .15 (almost a medium effect), so we would say that the strength of
association age groups and whether a person thinks Latinx should be used to describe the
Hispanic or Latino population is small to medium.
Guidelines for Interpreting Cramer’s V

dfRC = 1
dfRC = 2
dfRC = 3
dfRC = 4
dfRC = 5

Small Effect Size
.10
.07
.06
.05
.05

Medium Effect Size
.30
.21
.17
.15
.13

Large Effect Size
.50
.35
.29
.25
.22

In addition to reporting Phi and Cramer’s V effect size statistics as a measure of practical
significance, odds ratios are also common when making a 2x2 comparison (e.g., you have two
dichotomous variables). Because odds ratios can only be calculated for 2x2 contingency tables,
we are unable to use that method to gain additional understanding from our current data since we
are working with a 2x4 design with four levels of our age variable. However, we could
potentially run planned comparisons. Planned comparisons are comparisons that need to be
chosen a priori or before we run our test as part our initial study hypotheses. For example, given
the data shared in the Pew Research Report about awareness of the Latinx term being higher in
younger adults, we might plan to compare the 18-29 year group to the 30-49 year old group, the
50-64 year old group, and the 65+ year old group to see if there is a significant association when
broken down and compared individually. To do this, we would have to go back to our “Age”
variable and filter out the groups we are not currently comparing.

We will then look at our Chi-Square results for each of the planned comparisons, illustrated in
the following images. The first image includes the Chi-Square test results for our first
comparison (18-29-year-old group compared to the 30-49-year-old group). Then we seeour
second comparison (18-29-year-old group compared to the 50-64-year-old group), and our third
comparison (18-29-year-old group compared to the 65+ year old group). Remember, we want a p
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value that is less than .05 in order to conclude there is a significant association. Our probability
value is significant, or less than .05, for the first and the third comparison but not for the second.

We will now look at our effect size results for each of the planned comparisons, illustrated in the
following images. The first image includes the effect size results for our first comparison (18-29year-old group compared to the 30-49-year-old group), our second comparison (18-29-year-old
group compared to the 50-64-year-old group), and our third comparison (18-29-year-old group
compared to the 65+ year old group). The first two comparisons have small effect sizes, and the
third comparison between the 18-29-year-old group and 65+ year old group is small to medium.
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Looking back at our original contingency table, we would be able to conclude that the young
adult group (18-29-year olds) are significantly more likely to believe that Latinx should be used
to describe the Hispanic/Latino population in the United States compared to 30-49 year olds and
older adults 65 years and older; however, this difference in preferences is relatively small.
Reporting in APA Format
What do you need to report in your results?
Value (Notation)
Chi-Square Test
Chi-Square Value (X2)
Degrees of Freedom (df)
Probability (p)
Effect Size
Phi (ɸ) or Cramer’s V
Odds Ratio
Assumptions
Expected Counts > 5
Putting it All Together
Participants were current American Trends Panel (ATP) panel members who identified as being
Hispanic. A chi-square test was conducted to examine whether there was an association between
age groups and whether a person thinks Latinx should be used to describe the Hispanic or Latino
population All expected cell frequencies were greater than five. There was a statistically
significant association between age groups and whether a person thinks Latinx should be used to
describe the Hispanic or Latino population, X2(3) = 15.81, p < .05, Cramer’s V = .15. This was a
small to medium association. Planned comparisons were completed to compare the 18-29-year11 | P a g e

old age group with the 30-49-year-old group, the 50-64-year-old group, and the 65+ year old
group. There was a significant association between age group and whether a person thinks Latinx
should be used to describe the Hispanic or Latino population for the first planned comparison
(18-29-year-old group and 30-49-year-old group), X2(1) = 5.18, p < .05, Cramer’s V = .09, a
small association. There was also a significant association between age group and whether a
person thinks Latinx should be used to describe the Hispanic or Latino population for the third
planned comparison (18-29-year-old group and 65+ year old group), X2(1) = 13.13, p < .001,
Cramer’s V = .20, a small to medium association. However, there was not a significant
association between age group and whether a person thinks Latinx should be used to describe the
Hispanic or Latino population for the second planned comparison (18-29-year-old group and 5064-year-old group), X2(1) = 3.53, p > .05, Cramer’s V = .09.
Real-World Meaning
Remember, when we’re explaining the results of statistical analyses in real-world terms, we want
to try our best to explain this to someone who has never taken statistics. We want them to be able
to understand the results of the analyses without knowing how to do them. An effective way to
do this is to briefly put the statistical test in the context of the research question, explain what the
researchers did, and then describe what they found. It can also be helpful to put the results of the
analyses back into the context of the original research question and attempt to answer a “so
what?” question. If I was telling my friends about the results of these analyses, I would tell them
that different age groups feel differently about using the term Latinx to describe the
Hispanic/Latino population in the United States. Recent data suggests younger adults are more
likely to believe Latinx term should be used compared to older generations.
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Running and Interpreting a Correlation in JASP
Researchers Li, Wu, and Xiong (2021) published a study in the open-access journal, PLoS ONE,
to understand the relationship between employee levels of cultural intelligence and their
innovative behaviors in the workplace. Past researchers have found that an employee’s ability to
adapt to cross-cultural environments is associated with better job performance in culturally
diverse settings (Ang et al., 2006). There has been a lack of research into the relationship
between cultural intelligence and sustainable innovation behavior; however, past research in this
area has found a relationship between cultural intelligence and employee adaptive work behavior
(Pandey & Charoensukmongkol, 2019), employee creativity (Hu et al., 2017), and an
organizations’ ability to create and adopt innovations (Gölgeci et al., 2017). Li and colleagues
(2021) focused on studying the relationship between employee cultural intelligence and
sustainable innovation behavior, defined as “The act of generating new ideas and translating
those ideas into practice” (p. 4).
The researchers measured Sustainable Innovation Behavior (SIB) by asking participants to
answer six questions rated on a 7-point likert scale. Higher scores on this scale indicate higher
levels of innovative behavior. A sample item includes, “I often come up with creative ideas.”
The researchers measured Cultural Intelligence (CQ) by asking participants to answer 12
questions rated on a 7-point likert scale. Higher scores on this scale indicate higher levels of
Cultural Intelligence. A sample item includes, “I vary the rate of my speaking when a crosscultural situation requires it.”
Hypotheses
We will test one of hypotheses Li and colleagues (2021) proposed, namely that there will be a
positive relationship between employees’ cultural intelligence and sustainable innovation
behavior. This means they hypothesized a positive correlation, but for now, we will just
hypothesize that correlation exists and conduct a non-directional (two-tailed) test. Two-tailed
tests are the default approach in most applications of data analysis, even when we may suspect
one direction over another. It is the most conservative approach and allows us to look for results
opposite to our expectations.
The null and alternative hypothesis would be:
•
•

H0: Employee cultural intelligence will be unrelated to sustainable innovation behavior;
or r = 0.
H1: Employee cultural intelligence will be related to sustainable innovation behavior; or r
≠0

Assumption Testing
We need to test several assumptions to get started.
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Assumption One: Are our variables continuous?
Yes. All our variables – sustainable innovation behavior and cultural intelligence – are numerical
values. They use multiple Likert scale items to create a total score on each of those measures.
This means these variables are continuous, interval level data. This data is appropriate for
analysis with a correlational study. They have also been labeled appropriately in JASP, because
we see the ruler icon in the corner of each variable name.
Assumption Two: Are our variables normally distributed?
Let’s tackle these next two assumptions with some data visuals and descriptive statistics. We can
get these by clicking the Descriptive Statistics menu. Then select the two variables we need for
our hypothesis tests (CQ and SIB) and move them over.

To check for normality and outliers, we will look at our options under “Plots.” Let’s check the
boxes for “Boxplots,” “Label outliers” and “Distribution plots.”
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We will also request skewness and kurtosis numerical estimates in our “Statistics” section of the
descriptive statistics menu. Under the “Statistics” section, check the boxes for skewness and
kurtosis.

Looking at our results, the histograms give us a sense of whether our distribution is normal
(symmetrical). The histograms for both CQ and SIB look approximately symmetrical, so we’re
happy with both of those.
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As another check for normally distributed data, in addition to our histogram, we can interpret the
skewness and kurtosis statistics. We want skewness and kurtosis statistics that are between -2
and +2. Remember, we have two variables, so we have to check the skewness and kurtosis
values for both sustainable innovative behavior and cultural intelligence.

Looking at the values on the output copied above, we can see our skewness values for CQ (0.05)
and SIB (-0.22) are both within the acceptable range of -2 and +2. Additionally, the kurtosis
values for CQ (0.31) and SIB (0.35) are also within the acceptable range of -2 and +2.
To report these results in APA format, we could write:
CQ and SIB scores were normally distributed, skewness and kurtosis statistics were
between -2 and +2.
Assumption Three: Are there any outliers?
To check that we meet this assumption, we will look at the boxplots in our results. The boxplots
show us that both cultural intelligence (CQ) and substantial innovation behaviors (SIB) have two
outliers. However, since our normality statistics look good, we will go ahead and proceed with
our analyses.
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Assumption Four: Is the relationship between our variables linear?
Going back to having our two original variables selected, we can will check the box for a
scatterplot from the plots menu. You will see I have requested the simplest scatterplot by
selecting “none” for the graphs above and to the right (these options would show us the
distributions of each variables outside of our primary scatterplot) and requesting a linear
regression line, rather than smooth, to identify the overall trend.

As we look at our scatterplots using the raw variables, it is clear that lots of the data is clustered
at the middle of our x axis but are still evenly distributed along the line (because our variables
are not skewed), so the pattern of the relationship does appear to follow a rough line. So, we can
confirm that the assumption for linearity is ok.
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Primary Analyses
We are going to start with how to run a basic correlation in JASP. We will find correlation
nested under the regression menu.

We will first move over our two variables that are in our hypotheses. Taking a look at the extra
options, here’s what we will (and can) specify:
•
•

•

Additional options: we will check the boxes for “flag significant correlations”,
“confidence intervals”, and “sample size”.
Alternative Hypothesis: Notice, you can specify a positive or negative correlation in the
JASP menu, but we are doing a two-tailed test, so we will keep the default option of
“correlated” for our alternative hypothesis.
Plots: You can request a scatterplot for a nice visual – we have already looked at the
scatterplots for our relationships, so we will pass on this.
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Let’s look at our basic output. Correlation tables are arranged in a matrix. You can locate the
correlation between two variables by looking at where the row for that variable intersects with
the column for the other variable. At the intersecting point, we see a few pieces of information
reported: 1) the sample size used to compute the correlation, 2) the actual Pearson’s r value, 3)
the associated p-value for interpreting significance, 4) the confidence interval estimate around
that value of r. Confidence intervals provide a range of values that the population correlation is
likely to fall between. With the example of the correlation between employee cultural
intelligence and sustainable innovation behavior, our estimated correlation is r = .67, but the
range of likely values that the true correlation could be are between .61 and .72. The main pieces
of information we typically report, are highlighted in the figure below.
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As we think about interpreting our results in line with our hypotheses, we would say that our
hypothesis was supported because the p-values associated with each correlation are smaller than
our alpha value of .05. Employee Cultural Intelligence was related to sustainable innovation
behavior. The general format for our APA statements for a correlation are:
r (df) = r statistics, p < .05 or > .05
df = N – 2
Note, sometimes r2 is also included at the end.
Applying this format to our study hypotheses:
•

r (336) = .67, p < .05

If we wanted to include confidence intervals, we would report it as
•

r (336) = .67, p < .05, 95% CI [0.61, 0.72]

Interpreting the practical significance
We have general guidelines that tell us our correlation of .67 would be considered a relatively
strong correlation. They are over the borderline of our criteria for a strong relationship, which is
.50.
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Coefficient Value
0.1 - < 0.3
0.3 - < 0.5
> 0.5

Strength of Association
Small correlation
Medium/moderate correlation
Large/strong correlation

We can also square our r values to interpret them in terms of variance shared or explained.
Here’s how we would summarize those relationships using r2.
•

Squaring the correlation of .67 indicates that employee cultural intelligence explained
45% of the variance in sustainable innovation behavior.

Putting it all together
Now it is time to summarize our results in APA format. We will start with a basic interpretation,
if we were to use just a standard correlation analysis with our raw variables.
What do you need to report in your analyses?
Value (Notation)
Correlation (r or ρ)
Degrees of Freedom (df)
Probability (p)
Effect Size (r2)
Assumptions
Skewness and Kurtosis
Histogram/Boxplot
Scatterplot
Prior to hypothesis testing, assumptions related to outliers, normality, and linearity were
checked. There were two outliers in both cultural intelligence and sustainable innovation
behavior, as assessed by the inspection of a boxplot; however, all after checking normality
statistics and plots, we made the decision to retain all outliers. Cultural intelligence (CQ) and
sustainable innovation behavior (SIB) were normally distributed, with skewness and kurtosis
values between -2 and +2. A review of scatterplots showed a linear relationship between QC and
SIB.
We conducted a Pearson correlation to see if there is a relationship between cultural intelligence
and sustainable innovation behavior. We found there is a significant, positive relationship
between cultural intelligence and sustainable innovation behavior, (r = .67, p < .001, r2 = .45).
The r-squared value was 0.45, indicating that 45% of the variance in cultural intelligence is
explained by its relationship with sustainable innovation behavior.
Real World Meaning
A correlational analysis is one that is fairly intuitive to share about the real world meaning. Most
individuals understand these relational tests pretty easily. But we still want to be careful in
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applying our results. We know that correlation is not causation, so we want to keep that in mind
as we think about the real world meaning.
In the case of this study, we would simply say that the higher an employee's cultural intelligence
is, the higher their levels of sustainable innovation behaviors are. This could be because cultural
intelligence contributes to sustainable innovation behavior, or perhaps there is a third variable
that explains this relationship. We cannot be completely sure, but the relationship is strong
enough to suggest there is some connection between employee’s cultural intelligence and
innovation behavior.
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Running and Interpreting Linear Regression in JASP
We are going to use a portion of the data that was used in the study by Li, Wu, and Xiong
(2021). This is the same study we used when we conducted a Pearson Correlation in the previous
guide and found a strong, positive relationship between employee levels of cultural intelligence
(e.g., ability to adapt to cross-cultural environments) and their innovative behaviors in the
workplace. For this guide, we will be building upon that analysis by first conducting a simple
linear regression to determine if Cultural Intelligence predicts innovative behaviors in the
workplace. As we learned in the previous guide, Sustainable Innovation Behavior refers to how
well an individual creates and enacts new ideas.
The researchers measured Sustainable Innovation Behavior (SIB) by asking participants to
answer six questions rated on a 7-point Likert scale. Higher scores on this scale indicate higher
levels of Sustainable Innovative Behavior. A sample item includes, “I often come up with
creative ideas.”
The researchers measured Cultural Intelligence (CQ) by asking participants to answer 12
questions rated on a 7-point Likert scale. Higher scores on this scale indicate higher levels of
Cultural Intelligence. A sample item includes, “I adjust my cultural knowledge as I interact with
people from a culture that in unfamiliar to me.”
Now we are ready to try out an analysis of our own. Open up the “Li et al 2021” file. You have
both a .csv file you can upload and a JASP file.
Hypotheses
We know there is a relationship between Cultural Intelligence and Sustainable Innovation
Behaviors after completing a Pearson correlation; however, now we are going to build on those
results to determine if Cultural Intelligence predicts Sustainable Innovation Behaviors using a
linear regression model.
The null hypothesis is:
● Conceptual H0: Cultural Intelligence will not predict Sustainable Innovation Behavior.
● Mathematical H0: b = 0
The alternative hypothesis is:
● Conceptual H1: Cultural Intelligence will predict Sustainable Innovation Behavior.
● Mathematical H1: b ≠ 0
Linear Regression Equation
Y′ = bX + a
Sustainable Innovative Behavior′ = (b x Cultural Intelligence) + a
Here is a breakdown of the components of the regression question:
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•
•
•
•

Y′ is the predicted value of your outcome or dependent variable (Y)
b is the slope of the regression line (estimated by regression)
o May also be written using this symbol instead: ꞵ1
X is the value of your predictor variable or independent variable
a is the Y-intercept of the regression line (estimated by regression)
o May also be written using this symbol instead: ꞵ0

Assumption Testing
Let’s walk through testing all six of our assumptions.
Assumption One: Are our variables continuous?
Yes. Our predictor, Cultural Intelligence is a continuous variable measured using a 12-item
Likert scale questionnaire. Our dependent variable is also a continuous variable measured using a
6-item Likert scale questionnaire.
Assumption Two: Are the variables normally distributed?
To continue our assumption testing, click Descriptives. When the “Descriptive Statistics”
window pops up, we will need to move the following study variables to the “Variables” box on
the right: Cultural Intelligence and Sustainable Innovation Behavior.

In the Statistics drop down menu, check the boxes next to Skewness and Kurtosis under
Distribution.
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In the Plots drop down menu you want to select several options for the next set of assumptions.
1. Under Boxplots select Label outliers
2. Under Basic Plots select Distribution Plots
3. Under Scatterplots
a. Select None under Graph above scatter plot
b. Select None under Graph right of scatter plot
c. Select Add regression line
i. Under Add regression line select Linear and Show confidence interval
95.0%
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Now let’s look at our results. We want histograms that look approximately symmetrical as well
as skewness and kurtosis statistics between -2 and +2 for each of our study variables.
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Looking at our results in the preceding images, we see that our skewness and kurtosis values are
all within the acceptable range of -2 to +2. Our histograms also confirm that our variables are
relatively normally distributed, with approximately symmetrical distributions; however, the way
the histograms for each of the variables have a slight tail to the left indicates we may have
outliers present in the bottom quartiles of these distributions. To confirm, let’s move to our next
assumption.
To report these results in APA format, we can write:
The scores on both of our study variables were normally distributed, with skewness and
kurtosis statistics within the acceptable range of -2 and +2.
Assumption Three: Are there any outliers?
To determine if there are any outliers within any of our study variables, we will look at the
boxplot output in the following image. As suspected from the preceding histograms, there are
outliers present in the bottom quartiles of both variables. There are two outliers in the
Sustainable Innovative Behaviors variable and two outliers present in the Cultural Intelligence
variable. As we have discussed before, researchers have to decide whether they are going to keep
or delete outliers from their analyses. We will complete our analyses with our outliers for now,
but it is good practice to rerun analyses with outliers deleted afterwards to determine if the
results of your analyses would be different.
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To report this using APA format, we would write:
There were outliers identified in the bottom quartile of the cultural intelligence and
sustainable innovative behaviors distributions, as assessed by an inspection of boxplots.
There were two outliers in the sustainable innovative behaviors distribution and two
outliers present in the cultural intelligence distribution.
Assumption Four: Are the relationships of interest linear?
Now we need to look at the scatterplot we requested in our output. Looking at the following
scatterplot, our predictor variable (Cultural Intelligence) seems to have a linear relationship with
our outcome variable, Sustainable Innovation Behavior.
To report this using APA format, we would write:
There is a linear relationship between cultural intelligence and sustainable innovative
behavior, as visualized using a scatterplot.

Assumption Five: Are there concerns with heteroscedasticity?
Looking back at the preceding scatterplot, there is not a concern for any cone-shaped
distributions. Though there is certainly variability along our best-fit line, there is not one area of
the line that has drastically different levels of variability than another. In other words, our error
variances or residuals seem to be relatively similar across all values of our predictors.
To report this using APA format, we would write:
There are no concerns regarding heteroscedasticity, after a visual inspection of a
scatterplot.
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Primary Analyses
Now we are ready to run our linear regression. We can find the regression analysis with the
regression tab, which we also used for correlations. We will select the option for linear
regression.

In the main regression menu, we will move over Sustainable Innovation Behavior as our
dependent variable and Cultural Intelligence as our covariate (or predictor variable).

There is nothing we need to adjust in the “model” drop down, so we will move on to “statistics”.
In addition to the default settings, we will click:
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● “Confidence intervals” under regression coefficients to get a range of likely slope values.
● “Statistics” under residuals to look at the typical amount of error in our model.
● “Descriptives” in the right column of options, just to look at typical values in our dataset.

We will also skip over the model specification dropdown and move onto plots. In the plot
dropdown, we will click on Residuals vs. histogram to request residuals plotted as a histogram.

Now we’re ready to look at our output! The first three tables are our main results. Notice the
tables have a line for H0 and H1. This estimates the variance in the outcome with no predictors
(H0) and then adds a predictor in line with the alternative hypothesis (H1). We will be focusing
on H1 output.
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The model summary table tells us about the variance explained by our predictor variable,
Cultural Intelligence. Specifically, we want to look at the R and R2 values. The R value is a
correlation coefficient that tells us that Cultural Intelligence has a strong, positive correlation
with Sustainable Innovation Behavior (r = .669). Looking at our effect size, r2, we can also say
that Cultural Intelligence explains 44.8% of the variance in Sustainable Innovation Behavior.
Another way of saying that is that 44.8% of the variance in Sustainable Innovation Behavior can
be accounted for by Cultural Intelligence.

The next part of the results we will be looking at is the ANOVA table. The ANOVA table tells
us if our best-fit line explained a big enough portion of variance in the relationship between our
variables to be statistically significant. For the variables we have in our model, it is a significant
F value because our probability value is smaller than .05 (F = 270.69, p < .001).

To report this using APA format, we would write:
Cultural Intelligence significantly predicts Sustainable Innovation Behavior, F (1, 334) =
270.69, p < .001, r2 = .45. Cultural Intelligence explains 44.8% of the variance in
Sustainable Innovation Behavior.
Typically, we care more about the individual regression coefficients (slopes) than the overall
model significance. To find that information, we move to the last table, labeled coefficients. In
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the coefficients table, the first column, labeled unstandardized, provides the intercept in the first
row of the H1 output and the slope for Cultural Intelligence in the second row of output. We see
that our intercept is 9.31, meaning that if a person scored 0 on CQ, the average Sustainable
Innovation Behavior score of that person would be around 9.31. Our slope is .37, meaning that
for every one-unit increase in Cultural Intelligence, people are expected to score .37 more on
Sustainable Innovation Behavior. Putting this together, we could write out our regression
equation:
Sustainable Innovation Behavior′ = .37 (Cultural Intelligence score) + 9.31
We are also given an estimate of error around our slope and intercept in the second column. This
error term is used to compute the t value. For example, if you divide the slope by the standard
error (-.369 / .022) you would get our t value of 16.45. Our t value of 16.45 has an associated p
value of < .001. Because this is less than our alpha level (.05), this tells us that the slope is
significantly different from zero. This means there is a significant relationship between Cultural
Intelligence and Sustainable Innovation Behavior, b = .37, SE = .02, t (334) = 16.45, p < .001.
[Note: the df for t is the same as the degree of freedom reported in the residual row on the
omnibus ANOVA table.]

Some additional pieces of output to notice are the standardized estimate and the confidence
intervals. The standardized column gives us beta, which is the standardized slope. These values
range from 0 to 1, just like a correlation. You may have noticed the standardized slope is the
same as our R value in the Model Summary. These values will be the same if you only have one
predictor variable. The confidence interval tells us a range of likely slope values within the
population. If we sampled 100 times, 95 of those times, we would expect a slope estimate
between .33 and .41.
The next couple of tables can provide some helpful context. Our descriptive statistics table tells
us about typical levels of Cultural Intelligence and Sustainable Innovation Behavior in our
sample. For instance, the average Sustainable Innovation Behavior in the whole sample was
29.9.
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The residuals table tells us about the typical levels of discrepancy between the expected value of
Sustainable Innovation Behavior (Y) given the Cultural Intelligence score, and the actual value
reported in our data. We can see that our average residual is very small and there’s a range of
prediction error, with the maximum underestimate (shown as the minimum) as -14.12 and our
biggest overestimate, being off by about 13.51. The average standardized residual value tells us
that we were often off by a very small amount, technically .000046 standard deviations. This
information can be informative, but a plot is more helpful for viewing our residuals.

Our plot of the standardized residuals (differences between predicted Y and actual Y score) show
a relatively normal distribution. This visual, helps us to be confident that are residuals are
normally distributed, which is one of the assumptions we need to be true as we examine our
prediction error.
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Putting it all Together
What do you need to report in your results?
Value (Notation)
slope (b)
standard error of slope (SE)
t value (t)
Degrees of Freedom (df)
Probability (p)
Effect Size (r2 or R2)
Assumptions
Skewness and Kurtosis
Histogram or Boxplot
Scatterplot
VIF/Tolerance
Plot of residuals
It’s time to summarize the results of our regression analysis in APA format.
Prior to conducting a simple linear regression, we tested several assumptions. We examined our
predictor (Cultural Intelligence) and outcome (Sustainable Innovation Behavior) variables for
normality and outliers. Skewness and kurtosis values were all in the normal range and
visualizing the variables with boxplots and histograms revealed four outliers that were retained
for analysis. Using a scatterplot, we also confirmed a linear relationship between the variables
with no evidence of heteroscedasticity. The residual histogram showed the residuals were
approximately normally distributed.
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For our primary analyses, we examined how Cultural Intelligence predicted Sustainable
Innovation Behavior. The overall model was significant, F (1, 334) = 270.69, p < .001, r2 = .45.
There was a significant relationship between Cultural Intelligence and Sustainable Innovation
Behavior, b = .37, SE = .02, t (336) = 16.45, p < .001. Our slope is .37, meaning that for every
one-unit increase in Cultural Intelligence, people are expected to score .37 higher on Sustainable
Innovation Behavior. Cultural Intelligence explained 44.8% of the variance in Sustainable
Innovation Behavior.
Running and Interpreting Multiple Regression in JASP
Now that we have the basics down, let’s add additional predictors used in Li and colleagues
(2021) original model to conduct a multiple regression. To do this, we will be conducting a
multiple regression to examine how and if Cultural Intelligence, Organizational Culture
Differences, and Knowledge Sharing have an impact on our dependent variable, Sustainable
Innovation Behavior. Why are we adding additional variables? Most of the time our outcomes
are affected by more than just one thing, so we can be more accurate in predicting if we include
more than one factor that may be relevant. Organizational Culture Differences refers to a
company’s corporate culture and measures three aspects: values, systems, and management
behaviors. Knowledge Sharing refers to an individual’s willingness to share their cultural
knowledge with others in the organization.
The researchers measured Organizational Culture Behavior (OCB) by asking participants to
answer 5 questions rated on a 7-point Likert scale. Higher scores on this scale indicate higher
levels of Organizational Culture Behavior. A sample item includes, “Organizations uses
consensus seeking rather than authoritarian decision making.”
The researchers measured Knowledge Sharing (KS) by asking participants to answer 4 questions
rated on a 7-point Likert scale. Higher scores on this scale indicate higher levels of Knowledge
Sharinh. A sample item includes, “The more knowledgeable members will provide the other
members with knowledge or skills that are difficult to acquire for free.”
Hypotheses
Our hypothesis concerns whether we can predict Sustainable Innovation Behavior using three
separate predictor variables: Cultural Intelligence, Knowledge Sharing, and Organizational
Culture Differences.
The null hypothesis is:
● Conceptual H0: Cultural Intelligence, Knowledge Sharing, and Organizational Culture
Differences will not predict Sustainable Innovation Behavior.
● Mathematical H0: b = 0
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The alternative hypothesis is:
● Conceptual H1: Cultural Intelligence, Knowledge Sharing, and Organizational Culture
Differences will predict Sustainable Innovation Behavior.
● Mathematical H1: b ≠ 0
Assumption Testing
Let’s walk through testing all six of our assumptions.
Assumption One: Are our variables continuous?
Yes. Our predictors, Cultural Intelligence, Knowledge Sharing, and Organization Culture are all
continuous variables measured using multiple item Likert scale questionnaires. Our outcome of
Sustainable Innovation Behavior is also continuous.
Assumption Two: Are the variables normally distributed?
To continue our assumption testing, click Descriptives. When the “Descriptive Statistics”
window pops up, we will need to move the following study variables to the “Variables” box on
the right: Cultural Intelligence, Knowledge Sharing, Organizational Culture Differences, and
Sustainable Innovation Behavior.

In the Statistics drop down menu, check the boxes next to Skewness and Kurtosis under
Distribution.
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In the Plots drop down menu you want to select several options for the next set of assumptions.
4. Under Boxplots select Label outliers
5. Under Basic Plots select Distribution Plots
6. Under Scatterplots
a. Select None under Graph above scatter plot
b. Select None under Graph right of scatter plot
c. Select Add regression line
i. Under Add regression line select Linear and Show confidence interval
95.0%
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Now let’s look at our results. We want histograms that look approximately symmetrical as well
as skewness and kurtosis statistics between -2 and +2 for each of our study variables.

Looking at our results in the preceding images, we see that our skewness and kurtosis values are
all within the acceptable range of -2 to +2. Our histograms also confirm that our variables are
relatively normally distributed, with approximately symmetrical distributions; however, as we
pointed out with the simple regression, the way the histograms for each of the variables have a
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slight tail to the left indicates we may have outliers present in the bottom quartiles of these
distributions. To confirm, let’s move to our next assumption.
To report these results in APA format, we can write:
The scores on all four of our study variables were normally distributed, with skewness
and kurtosis statistics within the acceptable range of -2 and +2.
Assumption Three: Are there any outliers?
To determine if there are any outliers within any of our study variables, we will look at the
boxplot output in the following image. As suspected from the preceding histograms, there are
outliers present in the bottom quartiles of each of the four variables. There are two outliers in the
Sustainable Innovative Behaviors variable, two outliers present in the Cultural Intelligence
variable, one outlier in the Knowledge Sharing variable, and several outliers present in the
Organizational Cultural Differences variable.

To report this using APA format, we would write:
There were outliers identified across all four study variables in the bottom quartile of the
distributions. There were two outliers in the Sustainable Innovation Behavior distribution,
two outliers present in the Cultural Intelligence distribution, one outlier in the Knowledge
Sharing distribution, and several outliers present in the Organizational Culture
Differences distribution.
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Assumption Four: Are the relationships of interest linear?
Now we need to look at the scatterplots we requested in our output. Looking at our scatterplots,
all of our predictors (Cultural Intelligence, Knowledge Sharing, and Organizational Culture
Differences) seem to have a linear relationship with our outcome variable, Sustainable
Innovation Behavior.

Assumption Five: Are there concerns with heteroscedasticity?
Again, looking at our scatterplots, there is not a big concern for any cone-shaped distributions.
Though there is certainly variability along our best-fit line, there is not one area of the line that
has drastically different levels of variability than another. In other words, our error variances or
residuals seem to be relatively similar across all values of our predictors.
Related, we will also take a closer look at our residuals to see if they are normally distributed
when we get to our actual regression analysis and output.
Assumption Six: (For the multiple regression only) Are our predictor variables highly
correlated?
Using what we learned in the correlation exercise, let’s click the regression menu, select
correlation, and then select our four variables. We are interested in looking at the Pearson’s r
values for our study variables, so we won’t select any fancy options this time.
In our output table, we see that all three predictors are related to our outcome. We will consider
those relationships in more detail with our actual regression analysis. For now, we are concerned
with whether our three predictors are too highly correlated. In this case, the Cultural Intelligence
and Knowledge Sharing are correlated at .63, meaning that the more cultural intelligence, the
more knowledge sharing there is. This correlation is strong, so it is high enough that we may be
concerned about multicollinearity in our data. Cultural Intelligence and Organization Culture
Difference are moderately correlated at .52 and Knowledge Sharing and Organization Culture
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Difference are also highly correlated at .62. Keep in mind, we will also look at the VIF and
tolerance values in the regression output as additional information about this assumption.

Primary Analyses
Now we are ready to run our multiple regression model. We will go back up to the regression tab
at the top of the JASP menu bar and select the option for linear regression.
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Now that we have three predictors, we do need to go back and check “multicollinearity” in the
statistics drop down menu, but everything else can stay the same.

Let’s look at our new output with three predictors. In the Model Summary table, we see that our
three variables together are correlated with Sustainable Innovation Behavior at .688 (Multiple R).
We also see that, together, Cultural Intelligence, Knowledge Sharing, and Organizational Culture
Differences explain 46.8% (R2) of the Sustainable Innovation Behavior. That number grew from
44.8% in our simple regression with only Cultural Intelligence. That tells us that Knowledge
Sharing and Organizational Culture Differences do help explain a little bit more about
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Sustainable Innovation Behavior, but only about 2% more when we add all three predictors
together.
Our ANOVA table shows us that our linear model, including the three predictors, is explaining a
significant amount of variance in Sustainable Innovation Behavior. The F value of 99.36 has a p
value less than .001, which is below our .05 cutoff.

We are probably more interested in the slopes of each of our predictors, which we’ll find in the
coefficients table. Our intercept now reflects if you are zero on all three predictors. So, we can
say if a person has no Cultural Intelligence, no Knowledge Sharing, and no Organizational
Culture Differences, the average Sustainable Innovation Behavior is 6.91. The slope for Cultural
Intelligence has gotten smaller now. That’s because Knowledge Sharing and Organizational
Culture Differences are explaining some of the variance now too, making the effect of Cultural
Intelligence a bit weaker. The slope of Cultural Intelligence accounting for Knowledge Sharing
and Organizational Culture Differences, is .294. Our associated t value of 10.187 has a p value of
<.001, which is less than .05. We would say that Cultural Intelligence is a significant predictor of
Sustainable Innovation Behavior when you also account for Knowledge Sharing and
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Organizational Culture Differences. Knowledge Sharing does have a significant slope (b = .196, t
= 2.322, p < .02). For every one-unit increase in Knowledge Sharing, you can expect Sustainable
Innovation Behavior to increase by .196. Organizational Culture Differences does not have a
significant slope (b = .065, t = 1.881, p = .06). For every one-unit increase in Organizational
Culture Differences, you can expect Sustainable Innovation Behavior to increase by .065.
Our standardized slopes further show us that Cultural Intelligence (beta = .53) is a stronger
predictor than Knowledge Sharing (beta = .13) and Organizational Culture Differences (beta =
.10). The other piece of information we are interested is the collinearity statistics in the last two
columns. Our tolerance values range from .49 to .58, meaning that between 49% and 58% of the
variance in the predictors is unshared. Our largest VIF value is 2.06, which is definitely below
10, so there is not much concern for multicollinearity.
Coefficients table from multiple regression output in JASP.

Related to our assumptions, we also want to make sure we take another look at our residuals plot
for our multiple regression model. Again, we see that our residuals for our model (based on the
regression equation with three predictors) approximate a fairly normal distribution.
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Putting it all Together
It’s time to summarize the results of our multiple regression analyses.
Prior to conducting our multiple regression, we tested several assumptions. We examined our
predictors (Cultural Intelligence, Knowledge Sharing, and Organizational Culture Differences)
and outcome (Sustainable Innovation Behavior) variables for normality and any concerns with
outliers. All skewness and kurtosis values were all in the normal range. Upon inspection of
variable boxplots and histograms, four outliers were revealed that were retained for analysis.
Using a scatterplot, we also visualized the relationships between the variables. Upon viewing the
scatterplots, we observed that the relationships appeared linear and that there were no concerns
with heteroscedasticity. Plots of the residuals also showed that the residuals were approximately
normally distributed. We also looked at the correlation between our predictor variables, finding
that the variables were moderately correlated (r range = .52 to .63). The variance inflation factor
values for our model were all less than 2.05, providing support that there were not substantial
concerns with multicollinearity.
In our multiple regression, we examined how the Cultural Intelligence, Knowledge Sharing, and
Organization Culture affected Sustainable Innovation Behavior. We found that together, these
three predictors explained a significant amount of variance in Sustainable Innovation Behavior,
F (3, 336) = 99.3, p < .001. Together, the predictors explained 46.8% of the variance in
Sustainable Innovation Behavior. Organizational Culture Differences, Cultural Intelligence, and
Knowledge Sharing were significant predictors of Sustainable Innovation Behavior, when
controlling for the other predictors. Knowledge Sharing was positively related to Sustainable
Innovation Behavior (b = .20, SE = .08, t (332) = 2.32, p = .02). Cultural Intelligence was also
positively related to Sustainable Innovation Behavior (b = .29, SE = .03, t (332) = 10.19, p <
.001). Organizational Culture Differences was not a significant predictor of Sustainable
Innovation Behavior (b = .07, SE = .04, t (332) = 1.88, p = .06).
Real World Meaning
From this study, we could share that Cultural Intelligence, Knowledge Sharing, and Organization
Culture Differences together impact Sustainable Innovation Behavior, but the strongest
relationship exists between Sustainable Innovation Behavior and Cultural Intelligence, where the
more cultural intelligence someone has, the more likely they are to also engage in sustainable
innovation behaviors in the workplace. The same pattern is true with knowledge sharing, that
sharing more information is related to more innovation, just not as strongly as cultural
intelligence relates to innovation behaviors. Together, Cultural Intelligence, Knowledge Sharing,
and Organizational Culture Differences can explain over half of the variance in Sustainable
Innovation Behavior across a sample of individuals in organizations.
In their study, Li et al. (2021) found similar results. They examined how Cultural Intelligence
impacted Sustainable Innovation Behavior with Knowledge Sharing as an intermediary variable
and Organizational Culture Differences as a moderator. Their results showed that Cultural
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Intelligence positively impacts Sustainable Innovation Behavior, but this relationship is mediated
or linked by Knowledge Sharing. They also found that Organizational Culture Differences did
not significantly moderate or change the relationship between Cultural Intelligence and
Sustainable Innovation Behavior, but it did impact the relationship between Cultural Intelligence
and Knowledge Sharing.
The results of our statistical analysis and that of Li et al. (2021) both suggest that Organizational
Culture Differences does not really have a significant impact on our main variable, Sustainable
Innovation Behavior. It can also be said that Sustainable Innovation Behavior and Cultural
Intelligence do have a strong relationship together whereas the relationship between Sustainable
Innovation Behavior and Knowledge Sharing is not as strong.
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